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A VWmutilation
Although the names have been left

out to protect the perpetrators, we are
assured that this is a true story, told by an
HCN reader.

Several years ago, a group of people
driving along a mountain road in
Wyoming in a Volkswagon van struck
and killed a full-grown cow. The occu-
pants of the van felt badly, but not badly
enough to search out the owner of the
animal.

Later that day, on their way back
down the mountain, they came upon a
dozen or so vehicles, belonging to the
local sheriff, the state patrol and other
official types, all clustered at the scene of
their hit and run.

As the driver eased the van through
the investigators, he asked one patrol-
mllIl:"What's happening, officer?"

The answer came back quickly, and a
bit grimly: "Another one of those cattle
mutilations."

No doubt, elsewhere in the West, fly-
ing saucers have descended from the sky
and surgically dissected cattle. But in this
case, the surgery was done by a very
down-to-earth VW.

This is a debut
'I
Speaking of things descending, in

addition to our 7,500 or so subscribers,
this High Country News will go to 10,000
non-subscribers throughout the nation.
Normally, sample copies are sent to lists
obtained from environmental groups.
This time, we have stepped out of that
circle and selected people for their inter-
est in economic development.

This first issue of the special series,
"The Reopening of the Western Frontier,"
has been two years in the making.;lt
began as an idea for a series of articles I

titled, "Communities in Transition,"
about towns shifting from the declining
energy and minerals economies to new
ways of earning a living.

Along the way, we came to realize
that such transitions are not easily accorn-
plisbed. In many cases, a community
must change its way of life in order to
change its' economy, Economies are not
slipped on and off; they are more like
skin than clothing, and can only be shed
with great difficulty. That realization
dragged us into this much wider, deeper
series.

Two years ago, when we published
our last special series, "Western Water
Made Simple," staff apologized to read-
ers because the many stories on water left
little room for the "real" HeN:
Roundups, Hotlines and Bulletin Boards.

This time, however, we are deter-
mined to fecI no guilt. These four issues
are a natural culmination of the first 18
years of High Country News. They are an
examination of what the West experi-
enced in the 19'(Os and 1980s and where
it may be heading as the century draws to
a close.

Passing through Paonia
, Although the summer is ending, visi-

tors from afar continue to come through
Paonia. Gene Hoffman, an artist and
designer who teaches at the University of
Nonhem Colorado at Greeley, and his
wife, Sue Tungate, a student there, visited
the office on a Saturday morning, after
deciding, correctly, that it would probably
be open.

Dan and Tempa Lou Heidel, resi-
dents of Boise on their way to Florida,
stopped in to drop off 20 or so black-and-
white photos by Dan, an amateur photog-
rapher. He retired three years ago from
Idaho Power Co.; his wife, who is named
after her grandmother Temperance, is a
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retired tailor and is also a photographer.
They brought news of Boise -- nor-

mally one of the most pleasant cities in
the West. At the moment, they said, Boise
is less pleasant than usual. The downtown
is undergoing massive renovation in an
attempt to compete with a shopping mall
rising on the city's outskirts. It will be
Boise's first major mall.

Larry Mosher, editor of The Water
Reporter newsletter, and Mary Jarrett of
National Geographic stopped off in Pao-
nia for several days on their way from
Washington, D.C., to San Diego.

Trina and Michael Waters, taking the
great circle route from Alaska to Boston,
came by to visit circulation manager Car-
oIBeth Elliott and left as new subscribers.

Subscriber Stu Lewis of Fort Collins,
Colo., came off a canoe trip on a low Col-
orado River, and went away bearing three
HCN t-shirts.

David Adamson of Boulder, Colo.,
who is with the Colorado office of the
Nature Conservancy, tried our door at
7:30 p.m. and found someone to sell him
a t-shirt. He was on his way to Telluride
from the Choices Conference in Aspen.

Keen-eyed Tom Mears (we didn't get
his home town) also stopped by after
hours -- in his case to pick up a sample
copy. He called the next evening, again'
after hours, to tell us that the sample we
gave him, the Aug. 29 issue of HCN, had
a mistake. The birds we had labelled
hawks in a photo illustrating a Hotline on
Utah's Tooele Army Depot were actually
homed owls. We don't know if he should
subscribe or take over the paper.

An active soaker
New intern Tom Mullen tells us he

came to High Country News to soak up
everything he can about environmental

===---'

HOTLINE

Billboards In Wyoming

Behind the billboards
The outdoor advertising industry has

been making friends in Congress.
According to a study by the Washington,
D.C.-based Coalition for Scenic Beauty,
the billboard; industry has been one of
the five largest contributors of honoraria
to members of Congress over the last
five years. Honoraria are not considered
a political contribution says the coali-
tions's Ed McMahon. He calls the fees
."po.cket money': that are paid in
exchange for a -public appearance. In its
study of financial disclosure statements,
the coalition found that 42 members of
Congress received $80,000 in 1987, and
this did not include PAC contributions,
gifts from individual industry executives
or free billboard space. Several Western-
ers were included in the study, among
them Rep. WillialnlRichardson, D-N.M.,

I
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journalism. We've quickly learned that he
is a very active soaker.

Tom, 25, grew up in Ireland, studied
engineering at the University of Colorado
and then discovered an allergy to mathe-
matics.

He worked with a geology company
in Boulder this spring and then with the
National Outdoor Leadership School in
Lander, Wyo., where he taught wilder-
ness and mountaineering courses in the
Wind River Mountains. He didn't know
he would be coming to Paonia until we
called him recently to say we had a last-
minute opening. He made up his mind
almost immediately and arrived a week
or so later. --the staff

who received $2,500 from the industry
and a trip, Sen. Steve Symms, R-ldaho,
who received a trip and $2,000, and Sen.
Quentin Burdick, D-N.D., who accepted
$2,300 and nine trips, all in 1987_ The
coalition reports that all three Congress-
men have voted with the industry. The
Coalition for Scenic Beauty is at 218 D
St. S_E., Washington, D.C. 200Q3
(202/546-1100).

, I

Reagan was the goad
A bill to insulate the National Park

Service from politics sailed through the
U.S. House of Representatives last
month. The bill is the result of
widespread dissatisfaction with the Rea-
gan administration's park policies. Bruce
Vento, author of the legislation, told the
Casper Star-Tribune, "1 do not intend
that some faceless 'political hack' in the
White House ... or some unknown assis-
tant to the deputy assistant secretary who
is accountable to no one and cannot be
held responsible for his decisions should
continue to direct the National Park Ser-
vice. as is now the case." Vento's bill,
which passed on a 248-130 vote,
removes the Park Service from direct
supervision by the Secretary of Interior
and gives the Park Service director full
responsibility for all agency activities
except setting the budget. Final authority
over the budget would remain with Inte-
rior and a new three-member, presiden-
tially appointed Park Service review
board, Vento says day-to-day operations
and park policy would be left to the
agency's professional staff. The Park
Service director would remain a presi-
dential appointee, but would serve a
fixed five-year term and would have to
be appointed by the Senate. With only a
month of working time left in this
Congress, the bill now goes to the Senate
for hearings.
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Will Colorado host a radioactive dump?

- Opposition is strong in western Col-
orado's Montrose County, where Umet-
co Minerals, subsidiary of Union Car-
bide Corp., has proposed building a low-
level radioactive waste dump.

In the first phase of the project,
expected to last about two years, Umetco
would bury up to 200,000 tons of radium
soil-waste imported from Denver. It
hasn't been decided whether trucks or
trains would haul the material to Grand
Junction, but the final leg of the trip over
twisty, two-lane Highway 141 would be
completed by truck, according to Umet-
co officials.

The radium waste essentially would
be going back where it came from for
burial under seven feet of dirt, rocks and
clay. The proposed dump site is near
Uravan, where Union Carbide mined
urani urn ore since the 1930s. That mate-
rial was sent to mills in communities
across Colorado.

The mines closed in 1984, turning
Uravan into a ghost town. Umetco offi-
cials say that because there are a few
employees in Uravan still working on
reclamation of huge uranium mill tail-
ings piles, they will also be able to oper-
ate the radium disposal site.

Phase Two of the proposal is the
most controversial. Umetco wants to
operate a low-level waste dump that
would receive radioactive materials from
four states in the Rocky Mountain Low-
Level Radioactive Waste Compact: Col-
orado, Nevada, New Mexico and
Wyoming. The waste, much of it pro-
duced by hospitals and research institu-
tions, would be trucked to the site in bar-
rels, and Umeteo would seal the barrels
in 'tunnels drilled into a sandstone and
shale fonmation above Uravan.

Jack Frost, Umetco's director of
reclamation, said 96 percent of the waste
in Phase Two will be low-level. One per-
cent will be moderate-level, and no high-
level waste will be allowed. No spent
fuel from nuclear reactors will be placed
in the tunnels, and no liquid waste will
be penmitted, he said.

l.ast year, compact states produced
4,100 cubic feet of low-level waste, with
Colorado contributing about 80 percent.
Waste from the four states and a number
of other locations is now disposed of at
Beatty, Nev. Leonard Slosky, executive
director of the compact, said the Nevada
dump is scheduled to close Dec. 31,
1992, and a new site must be found in
Colorado.

An environmental consultant for
Umetco said most of the radioactive
waste put into the tunnels at Uravan will
decay enough in 100 years that exposure
to someone who opens the dump will not
exceed current safety limits. Umetco
says the most potent radioactive materi-
als in the dump will decay to that point
in about 500 years.

The company also says the site is
geologieally stable. In both phases, waste
will be put in locations where water is
scarce and layers of impenmeable rock
and clay protect ground water.

The mayors of towns near the pro-
posed facility say it won't boost their
sluggish local economy, but it might
keep things from getting worse. Since
the Uravan mines closed, the towns Of
Nucla and Naturita have watched their
tax bases shrink as businesses closed and
residents moved out,

"I just can't see very many new
(jobs) coming on, but it will help keep
some of the people working a longer
time," said Naturita Mayor Wilbur
Binder.

Umetco's closed uranium mm In Uravan, Colorado

Umetco estimates that 20 to 30
workers will be needed to build the ';Fi-
urn dispos.h site. dUri~g its iwo years) of
operation, the dump will need between
five and 10 employees. In the second
phase, a part-time crew of about five
workers will be needed.

"Even two jobs helps in this area,"
Nucla mayor Bob Freeman said.

Although the dump site is about 100
miles away by road, residents and busi-
ness owners in the county seat of Mon-
trose strongly oppose it. Opposition has
united 'groups as diverse as merchants,
real estate agents and environmentalists.

At a recent informational meeting
hosted by Umetco in Montrose, an audi-
ence of more than 150 spent nearly three
hours criticizing the proposal and pres-
suring county commissioners to deny a
certificate of designation for the facility. ,

Stan Grigg, president of a local mer-
chants committee, said 45 business own-
ers signed a petition opposing the dump.
Real estate agent Ed Wofford said the
radioactive waste dump would discour-
age people and businesses from moving
to the county.

"That's a stigma if you never have
an accident, never have a leak. We're
going to spend the rest of our lives trying
, to convince people this is a great place to
live," he said. \'

Another audience member said the
, future of the county's economy lies in
recreation and tourism. but those indus-
tries will be adversely affected if the
dump is allowed, he said.

Western Colorado Congress, a citi-
zens environmental group based in
Montrose, has helped coordinate opposi-
tion to the dump throughout the county.
Some residents of Nucla and Naturita
have also spoken out against the propos-
al. They charge that the state has agreed
to fast-track the license application to
meet a January 1993 deadline for the
Rocky Mountain Compact to develop a
low-level waste disposal facility.

Umetco has applied for a license
l!from the Colorado Department of "
~Health's Radiation Control Division for
Phase One, the burial of Denve~ radium
waste. The three Montrose county com-
missioners, two of whom are leaving
office at the end of the year, expect to
decide by mid-December whether to
issue a certificate of designation. A
denial by either the state or county would
kill the project.

Some opponents of the project have
said the county's decision should be
delayed until two newly elected commis-
sioners take 'office in January. They
worry that the "lame duck" commission-
ers will not 'be held accountable for their
decision.

Umetco will have to apply to the
state again for a license to operate Phase
Two, the low-level disposal facility for
the Rocky Mountain Compact. The four-
member compact board was scheduled to
meet in Montrose Sept. 9 for a hearing
on whether to approve the facility as the
compact's disposal site.

The state Radiation Control Divi-
sion and Montrose County have sched-
uled a joint hearing for 9 a.m., Sept. 20,
in Naturita to consider Umeteo's applica-
tion for Phase One.

For more information about the pro-
posal, contact Western Colorado
Congress, P.O. Box 472, Montrose, CO
81402 (303/249-1978) or Umeteo Min-
erals Corp., P.O. Box 1029, Grand Junc-
tion, CO 81502 (303/245-3700).

--Bob Kretschman

BAIffiS
Why don't we expect to see much

change?
Both CBS and NBC television net-

works are downgrading or abolishing
their offices of broadcast standards and
practices.

HOTLI

Massive fish-kin
Every fish in a heavily used 20-niile

stretch of the Arkansas River above Sali-
da, Colo., died from chemical poisoning
Aug. 18. The disaster began Aug. 9
when 'the state's Division of Wildlife put
the chemical rotenone into a nearby
reservoir in an attempt to eliminate suck-
er fish. Biologists assumed the chemical
had broken down into a harmless by-
product 10 days later and released water
from Clear Creek reservoir. Rotenone
still contaminated the water, however,
and the state's Todd Malmsbury esti-
mates that 40,000 fish were killed. The
wildlife division has since restocked the
river with 145,000 fish, and Malmsbury
says biologists are trying to determine
what exactly went wrong, to prevent it
from happening again.

Pilot goes free
Late-summer huckleberries in the

Apgar Mountains in Glacier National
Park. attract the highest concentration of
grizzly bears in the lower 48 states. The
bears also attract helicopters, and in
March the government charged pilot
James Kruger with harassing bears dur-
ing his helicopter flights for tourists last
summer. Three people, including the
park's chief wildlife biologist, testified
that the flights disturbed the bears.
Recently, however, a federal magistrate
dismissed the charges because the gov-,
ernment failed to identify Kruger as the
pilot. Kruger's attorney also pointed out
that no minimum flight altitudes for heli-
copters currently exist, reports the Hun-
gry Horse News.
(£:~
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'-Poison was
overly effective

Attempts to control grasshoppers in
Lake County, Mont., had unexpected and
devastating effects on honeybees this
summer. Beekeepers report hive losses
of up to 75 percent and expect county-
wide economic losses to reach $200,000,
according to the Ronan Pioneer. Farmers
said the spraying operation was poorly
coordinated and that they were given
incorrect information as to the times of
spraying and active life of the spray. The
Montana Department of Agriculture sus-
pects a pesticide known as 7-4 oil, which
farmers applied to 33,000 acres in July.
The department's Steve Baril says an
investigation is underway to determine if
7-4 oil is indeed the culprit and, if so,
what went wrong with the aerial spray-
ing. There may have been a violation of
the Montana Pesticide Act, Baril said.
The 7-4 oil, whose active ingredient is
carbaryl, is supposed to be safe for birds
and mammals but will kill almost any
insect. Results of state testing won't be
available for another month, added Baril,

I
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HOTLINE
Wolfmystery continues

Although a wildlife researcher says
a wolf killed near Yellowstone National
Park in May was probably a pet, the
mystery surrounding the animal is still
not solved (HCN, 6/20/88). Officials
still can't pinpoint where the wolf came
from. The lack of parasites usually found
in wild wolves suggests someone
wormed the animal, John Cada, Montana
Fish, Wildlife and Parks research chief,
told the Great Falls Tribune. But none of
the wolf owners in the area say it
belongs to them. A Washington, D.C.-
based wolf expert decided the wolf prob-
ably belongs to the subspecies of the
gray wolf, which is found in Glacier
National Park and Idaho. But that infor-
mation isn't conclusive. Because the
wolf had uncallused pads and long nails,
Cada says it is unlikely the animal
migrated 250 miles.
Reprieve at
Sheep Mountain

Citizen activists in Telluride, Colo.,
won a victory recently: The Forest Ser-
vice decided not to allow logging on
nearby Sheep Mountain for the next
decade. Withdrawing its plan to log 3.1
million board feet of timber within the
4,8oo-acre area, the ForestService said
it will manage the region as a semi-road-
less area and wildlife habitat. Public
comment strongly indicated people in
the region were against logging, and an
economic analysis showed the cost of
preparing and logging the area would
outweigh any revenue. Sheep Mountain
Alliance, a local group affiliated with the
coalition Western Colorado Congress,
led the campaign to stop the logging.

Owls gain some space
Old growth forests in' Oregon and

Washington that are home to the north-
ern spotted owl have been given an
amnesty from logging. To protect the
owls that live only in these 200 to 1200-
year-old coastal forests, Forest Service
Chief F. Dale Robertson said that he
expected to sign a plan banning logging
t1ris month on 347,700 acres within 13
national forests. The plan allots up to
2,700 acres of old growth forest for each
of the approximately 1,600 pairs of spot-
ted owls living in this wet coastal region ..
According to a Forest Service report on
the spottedowl released in August, only
one-third of the Northwest's original
forests remain. Loggers, who prize the
wood because of its fine grain, have
attacked the agency's plan. They say it
could- reduce their logging by 20 percent,
or 165 million board feet per year, and
that the ban is just one of several steps
by environmentalists to shut down their
industry.

Sandhill cranes

Utah reverses position on hunting cranes
The Utah Wildlife Board has decid-

ed not to issue hunting permits for sand- '
hill cranes this year, but board chairman
Paul Stringham said that the Aug. 12
decision was a political one.

Earlier this summer, the board
announced its plan to issue 100 permits
to hunt the cranes (HeN, 8/15/88). The
permits were Utah's allotment for the
Rocky Mountain population of greater
sandhill cranes and may now be picked
up by any of the other states that allow
sandhill crane hunts. . , I
• Support for the Utah hunt came:
from several wildlife biologists who say
that this particular population of sand-
hills is overpopulated. The Utah Farm
Bureau also supported the hunt, along
with farmers who reported heavy crop
losses to the grazing birds,

The National Audubon Society
opposed the Utah hunt because of the
low reproductive rate of sandhills and
possibility of injuring endangered
whooping cranes who accompany them.
Fifty letters to the Utah Divisioo of
Wildlife Resources also expressed objec-
tions to the hunt.

According to Stringham, the Utah
Wildlife Board was convinced that the
hunt was necessary biologically. But the
board had been remiss in not informing
the public in time to avoid adverse reac-
tion.

"It comes down to whether or not
you believe that hunting is a legitimate
means of population control," says Uni-
versity of Idaho wildlife researcher Rod
Drewein, The Rocky Mountain popula-
tion of greater sandhill cranes includes
birds from the Central, but mostly the
Pacific, flyways that winter in New
Mexico, The population has increased
from 1,000 birds in the 1940s to 20,000
today, says Drewein, and because of
overcrowding it is susceptible to starva-
tion and disease.

The Fish and Wildlife Service's
management plan for Rocky Mountain
greater sandhill cranes calls for the allo-
cation o~huoting permits when the popu-
lation rises above 16,000. The population
of snow geese, who share New Mexico
wintering grounds with the sandhills, has
also been on the rise, and according to
Drewein, in the last three out of four
winters cranes and geese alike haven't
had enough food. -

"There's a good chance" the popula-
tion will dip below 16,000 from sickness

and lack of food, says Drewein. "The
question is when,"

But Ron Klataske , regional vice
president for the National Audubon Soci-
ety's west central region, questions
whether there have been adequate
attempts to develop alternative food
sources in New Mexico. He says
although Audubon endorsed the Rocky
Mountain Sandhill Crane Management
Plan, which calls for hunting the birds,
that was not general approval of sandhill
crane hunts.
" '''Each proposed hunting season
needs to be examined," says Klataske.
He adds that in at least two instances,
endangered whooping cranes were mis-
takenly shot during a sandhill crane hunt,

Which is more a threat to whooping
cranes -- asandhill hunt or overcrowded
wintering grounds -- is still an open
question. According to researcher
Drewein, five whoopers have died of
avian tuberculosis and one of avian
cholera since 1982.

Greater sandhill crane hunts are per-
. milled only in fan concentration areas in

Wyoming, Arizona and New Mexico
where the birds stop on their way to win-
tering grounds. In an attempt to save the
whooping cranes, they were cross-fos-
tered with their more numerous cousins,
but have been slow to reproduce.
Hunters in New Mexico are required to
lake classes in distinguishing the whoop-
ers from their surrogate parents, and
there are often contingency plans for the
hunts if whoopers are present, says Skip
Ladd, Central Flyway representative for
the U.S. Fishand Wildlife Service.

If a whooper is spotted in a hunt
area for 'instance, hunting is stopped in
that locale until the bird moves on. "I'm

I. confident that no whoopers have been
shot in any of these hunts," Ladd says.
He also disagrees that sandhills are over-
populated.

"Management has a population
range goal," he said. The sandhill popu-
lation is now in the middle of that target
range, but "there is no biological reason
not to permit (the hunt),"

-Becky Rumsey

a position endorsed by wild and scenic
advocates as less damaging than
upstream sites. The water commission
has rejected the downstream location as
.too expensive.

Clarks Fork gets a boost
To the relief of conservationists,

Wyoming Gov. Mike Sullivan has
endorsed federal wild and scenic status
for the Clarks Fork of the Yellowstone
River in northwest Wyoming (HCN,
6/20i88).

Sullivan's decision clears the way
for federal legislation to designate a
21.5-mile section of the river as it flows
through a rugged canyon in the
Shoshone National Forest.

Members of the Wyoming congres-
sional delegatioo withdrew the Clarks Sullivan rejected a state wild and
Fork from a bill to give it wild status in scenic statute, which was proposed by
. 1983, wheo the Wyoming Water Devel- opponents of federal designation. He
opmeot Commission asked for more doubted such a law would "grant the
ume to study potential dam sites on the protection or status the river deserves"
river Wyoming Sens. Alan Simpson and because nearly all the segment is on fed-
Malcolm Wallop' and Rep. Dick Cheney eral land. ',-' ,.
have since said they could support wild While calling a federal designation
and scenic status for the Clarks Fork if "philosophically distasteful," Sullivan
that was the position taken by the state. called it "the clearest possible statement

The first-term Democrat asked that, of our commitment to the quality of life
certain conditions be part of federal leg- and the economic strength of future gen-
islation to designate the Clarks Fork. He erations of Wyoming citizens."
said he wants to protect the option of
building a dam below the wild segment,

,I \, .

I'

Sullivan also asked for limits on the
natural flow requirements "to assure the
greatest compatiblility" between the des-
ignation and Wyoming's allocation of
Clarks Fork water under the Yellowstone
River Compact with Montana.

-Dennis Davis
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LETTERS ACCESS

RACISM IN BLANDING

Dear HCN,

In her essay on the looting of
archaeological sites that surround
Blanding, Utah (HCN, 8/15/88), K.C.
Benedict seemingly writes with both
objectivity and balance. Yet not once
does she use such terms as "grave rob-
bing" or "archaeological vandalism" to
describe activities of these modem-day
San Juan County residents. Heaven for-
bid she should offend her Blanding
neighbors. I suggest there is bias in what
she writes.

That is not to say that I write from
an objective point of view. I lost all
objectivitiy during the four years that I
worked for the Bureau of Land
Management in southeast Utah and
southwest Colorado attempting to pro-
tect the remaining archaeological sites,
from those who would destroy them for
fun and profit During those four years,
my track record at catching archaeologi-
cal vandals was dismal. I had much bet-
ter success at arriving after the crime had
been committed, documenting the dam-
age, and reburying disembodied remains
of my fellow Homo sapiens.

I had the displeasure of mapping
remnants of Beartooth Pueblo, one of the
largest sites in the state of Colorado,
after the adjoining landowner had lev-
eled it with a bulldozer. While some of
the site lay on his own land, he did not
stop until he had zapped every bit of the
ruin, including what lay on BLM land.
Although the pile of six sun-bleached
human skulls I found lay on his side of
the property line and were not part of the
damage I had to document, I found them
difficult to ignore. _

- I suggest that the Blandingresidents
K.C. Benedict writes about are racist I
do not use this term lightly. Racism is
the systematic practice of racial discrimi-
nation, based on the notion that one's
own ethnic stock is superior. Why is it
that individuals like Casey Shumway
and Kelly Laws disinter only the remains
of Native Americans? When they do
this, why are they treated as folk heroes
. by a substantial number of the Anglo
population of southeast Utah?

If I were to enter the modem-day
Anglo cemetery in Blanding and dig
about for burial goods such as gold wed-
ding rings and gold tooth fillings, I
would be branded a "ghoul". Were I not
to be first lynched by an outraged
Blanding mob, a very long prison sen-
tence would be in the offing. But then
again, maybe not. In her article on
Blanding, K.C. Benedict quotes Norman
Nielson as saying: "I told him he could
dig on the condition he rebury the human
remains."

Perhaps the folks in Blanding are
more enlightened than I give them cred-
it; maybe I wouldn't get lynched if I
offered to push the bones of their spous-
es, children and grandparents back into
open caskets and tossed in a few shovel-
fuls of earth. This is an experiment I
choose not to try.

Anyone who has dug-in an Anasazi
site will agree that ceramic pots are
found buried alongside human remains.
Hence we trivialize the magnitude of
what happens when the people who dig
such pots are referred to as "pothunters".
They are robbing graves. 'It makes no
difference whether this occurs on federal
land or on private land with landowner
permission.

- Education certainly is a key to stop-
ping this process. But without the teeth
of law, looting will continue unabated.
Congress is considering an amendment

to the Archaeological Resources
Protection Act, lowering the monetary
threshold for committing a felony on
federal land . But this does not go far
enough. The time has come to make it a
felony to loot graves of anyone located
anywhere -- public land and private land,
Homo sapiens of both Indian and Anglo
stock.

There are a lot of journalists and
others around Yellowstone who are busy
showing off their sixth-grade educations
and condemning the fires. Many of these
people think Yellowstone exists primari-
ly for their economic well-being, and
they have no concern for the long-term
natural processes that make the park
what it is. •

People who understand fire's role
must speak out -- now and loudly. There
is a real danger that the primary victim
of the Great Fires of ' 88 may be natural
fire policy. Unless informed people
speak outforcefully, ignoramuses may
pressure the Park Service to retreat to a
more conservative policy.

Iohn D. deGolia,
Louise Bruce

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

William R. Haase
Stonington, Connecticut

SPEAK OUT NOW

Dear HCN.

George Wuerthner's article in your
August 29 issue was great. He wrote an
eloquent, succinct essay on the place of
fire in the wild.

SOME CHEAP VACATION
Because they couldn't afford a boat to

float the Colorado River, Bill Beer and 101m
Daggett decided in 1955 to swim. It was a
wild idea, but the two were in their mid-
twenties and reckless in their ignorance of the
river. They were not unique: 33 year,S".$lgo
fewer than 300 peoplehadpassed through the
280-mile Grand Canyon stretch of the Col-
credo. To prepare for their 25-day adventure, ,
the young men from Los Angeles read river
accounts and bought $15 wetsuits and 89-
cent Army surplus boxes to hold food and
equipment They lived to tell the tale, called
We Swam the Grand Canyon: The True
Story of a Cheap Va£ation that Got a Little
Out of Hand, which tells of their harrowing
swim through cold water, strong winds and
isolation: No one was around to help if the
going got tougher. An entertaining book.

The Mountaineers, 306 Znd Ave. W.,
Seattle WA 98119. Hardcover: $15.95. 169
pages. Illustrated with maps and photos.

BIRTHDAY BASH IN IDAHO
The Idaho Conservation League holds its

annual meeting and 15th'birthday party Sept
23-25 at" Bogus Basin Ski Area; north of
Boise. A panel of present and former state
governors, Cecil Andrus, John Evans and
Robert Smiley, will discuss Idaho's environ-
mental policy, and a dinner celebration fea-
tures a talk by attorney Scott Reed. a founder
of ICL. Also planned is music and dancing to
Bindy Bowler and More's Creek String Band,
plus outings and hiking. The cost for the
weekend is $75, which includes four meals
and two nights lodging, but other options are
available. For more information call 208/345-
6933. .

ECOFAIR
Earth-muffins, sprout-heads and pin-

striped business people, take note of the first
annual EcoFair Sept. 16-18 in Denver. Colo.
The fair will feature companies, inventors
and nonprofit organizations that sell environ-
mentally oriented consumer products and ser-
vices. The fair also offers live music, .naru-
ral/health foods,' water quality testing,' saf~
insecticides and organic farming· techniques,
water quality speakers and a recycling collec-
tion center paying cash for aluminum, glass,
paper and plastics. The event is at 44th and
Wadsworth, four blocks south of 1-70 in the
Denver suburb of Wheatridge. Booths are
still available. For more information call Paul .
Harshman at 303/467-0331 or Tim Garst at
303/237-6935.

GRAND CANYON
RAFTING PLAN

The Park Service has released its pro-
posed new rules for river trips on the Col-
orado River through the Grand Canyon. The
proposal. part of an overall revision of the
Colorado River Management Plan, was pre-
pared based on comments from private
boaters and commercial outfitters (lieN,
5!23/88). It includes regulating research trips
more strictly, retaining the current prohibition
on commercially-guided sport fishing trips. -
increasing winter river permits, regulating
some campsites and lay-over days in popular
corridors, streamlining the private-boater per-
mit application process, adding a $100 fee
and greater flexibility to private launch dates
and continuing with the existing ratio of pri-
vate and commercial permits. Grand Canyon
Park Superintendent Richard Marks says the
changes are only a draft list of possible
options for inclusion in the canyon's revised
management plan. The Park Service will
accept written public conuncnt on the rafting I'

.r-options until Sept. 15; based on those coin-' t
mcnts it will continue its final rafting propos-
al,in a draft revised Colorado River Manage- .
ment Plan, due in October, That plan will
then go through another public comment
period and park official's say they expect a
final revised management plan by December ~
1988. For more information contact the Col-
orado River Management Planning Office,
P.O. Box 129, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023
(602/638-7708).

PICTURE THE PLATTE
Hundreds of artists and photographers

have been invited to "Picture the Platte --
Don', Dam It"Sept. 24, in thebottomof Col-
orado's South Platte River Canyon. Then on
Oct. 15. people are invited to see the result-
ing artwork at the Radisson Hotel'in Denver.
Proceeds from the event are earmarked for
actions opposing the proposed Two Forks
Dam. During the paint-in Sept. 24 from noon
to 3 p.m., specialists in geology, wildlife and
archaeology will be on hand to talk about the
canyon, and a ceremony featuring artists,
environmental speakers and local residents of
the canyon will be featured at 1 p.m., at Frog
Rocks. The project is sponsored by Visual-
Shift, a nonprofit group of visual artists, and
by members of the Colorado Environmental
Caucus. For more information call caucus
memberJohann Robbins, 303/442-2877.

FOR RNER RATS
River-runners will compete in Telluride"

Colo., this October in arcane events such as
"Res-QiRope-Throw" and an "Ammo-Can-
Tug;" both part of the sixth annual River
Rendezvous. It includes an-aU-day river res-
cue seminar, a talk and video display about a
joint Soviet-American raft expedition in
Siberia. evening river videos and programs
and a 20th birthday party for the Wild and
Scenic Rivers' Act. You can also find a flea .
market to buy or sell used gear and a contest
to discover who tells the best story of running
a river. The sponsor River Rendezvous, a
nonprofit organization, says it's not interested
in money; members are just "out to see old
friends."Formore informatiOll aboutthe Oct
7-9 event, call .Jchn Hopkins at 303/728-
4486. -

NEAT STliFF " ..

SOLAR ELECTRICITY!Chargers for RVs,
remote homes, irrigation. New "Energy Sys-
tems" guide. $5.95 ppd. Natural Resource
Co., Box 91,Victor,ill 83455. (2x17OO)

CARETAKERWANTEDfor remote proper-
ty in northern California Free rent and small
monthly stipend in exchange for work. Refer-
ences required. Inquire c/o Kahn, 78
Schooner Court, Richmond, CA 94804
(3x17p)

~•WESTERN
WATER

MADE SIMPLE

WESTERNWATERMADE SIMPLE, by the
editors of High CounJry News; $15.95 plus
$2.75 shipping($1.25 each additional book)
from IslandPress, Box 7, Covelo, CA 95428;
800/618-2828,ext. 416.
VISUALIZE PEACE - IMAGINE THE
COLORS on tye dyed t-shirts. Variously col-
ored ink. G~od quality, only $7. Write for
colors list. LWRNKCOR PRODUCTIONS,
c/o Lorn Potter, Box 462, Silver Plume, CO
80476-0462.(4x14p)
. HCN T-shirts make great gifts! Fuschia, bur-
gundy, kelly green or turquoise available in
small, medium or extra large. $10. 100 per-
cent cotton. Include a second and third choice
and send your checks to HeN t-shirts, Box
1090, Paonia,CO 81428.

OPEN SPACE:
MANAGING FOR THE FUTURE

. September 19-20, 1988
Clarion Harvest House Hotel

W '. Boulder, Colora.d9
presented by:

City or Boulder Open Space
and

Boulder County Parks and
Open Space

For registration information, contact:
Cathy Vaughan-Grabowski
City or Boulder Open Space

P.O. Box 791
Boulder, Colorado 80306

30:\-441-3440
'--~---
'CLASSIFIEDADS cost 30 cents per word,
pre-paid, $5 minimum. General rates for dis-
play are S8/colurnn inch if camera-ready;
$lO/column inch if we make up. For ad rate
brochure, writeHCN, Box 1090, Paonia, CO
81428 or call303/527-4898.

A
SOCIETY TO MATCH THE

SCENERY:

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF
THE AMERICAN WEST

A SYMPOSIUM FEATU!tiNG:

Wallace Stegner: Bevond the
Hundredth Mendi;m, Arl1!le of Repose,
and Crossing to Safety

Patricia Nelson Limerick:
The Legacy of Conquest. and Desert
Passages

Terry Tempest Williams:
Pieces of WhIte ShelL and The Secret
Language of Snow

Sally K. Fairfax: Forest and Range
~
Ed Marston: Publisher, High
Country News

Wednesday, October 19
8:45 A.M.·

University Memorial Center
Boulder, Colorado

Admission$12 ($15 after 10/14)
Contact: American West Symposium,
CampusBox 401,
Universityof Colorado,
Boulder,CO. 80309
Tel: 303/492·1288,

\
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THE REOPENING OF THE WESTERN
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Publisher Ed Marston. '
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Turner declared America's Western frontier
closed. Turner was thin,king in terms of
population densutes and geographic bound-
aries, but the frontier was also an economic
and social one: Thanks to -·a mixture of
geography, climate and natural resources, the
rural West became the domain of aparttcular
way of life. That way of life lasted for 100
years, but today it and its, economtes are in
retreat, and tbe WesternjrQntter is reopening.
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THE RURALWEST: AN ARTIFACT OF

TIlE 19th CENTIJRY, by Ed Marston.
The rural West is fascinating because it

comes to us almost intact from the 19th
century. It has sunnoed for 100 years because
the Western way of life and mainstream
America just don't mix. Tbts essay examines
the blend of economic and social defenses
that has kept the West on its own track for the
past century.
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GOOD FENCES MAKE GOOD CAL-

LUSES,by poet C. L Rawlins.
To an economist tbis is a subversive

ptece, because it talks about the meaning of
work, rather than about the price of labor
and material.

THE RURAl. "''EST IS ACTUALLYVERY
URBAN, by geographer Dennis Brown-
ridge •.

The West is empty, but it's not rural. In
fact, it is the most urban of all regions, with

most of its population liVing in a few large
metropolitan areas. Even the vast, empty
spaces between the metro areas are urban,
with most people clustered in hundreds of
small communities. In tbts article, geographer
Dennis Brownridge surveys the entire West
and the effect of the most recent boom/bust

cycle. . '~" '4..'~6',-,'l~
BOOMl BOOM! BooM!: WAR ON THE

COLORADOPLATEAU --the first of a four-
part series by Utah writer Ray Wheeler.

In the 19705, all that stood between the
people of southeastern Utah and their dreams
of high paying jobs in the mineral and energy
tndustries was thefederal government and its
wilderness stutry areas. In thts first of a four-
part series, Ray Wheeler describes how
'southeastern Utah routed the feels and, for all
practical purposes,privatized thepublic land.

19
DURING THE BOOM, IDAHO SUC-

CUMBED TO GOOD SENSE, by Idaho
writer Pat Ford.

Lest you tbtti]: that the entire West
succumbed to, the hypnotic beat of boom,
boom, boom, here is an account of how the
conservative state of Idaho behaved

conservatively - resisting the lure of a coal-
fired power plant that was to cany the state to
the land of milk and honey.

23
. CHoOSfflG A ~~TERN FUTURE, by
writer oeWitt']olUt.; ~ .

With the reopening of the Western
frontier, the rural West faces an array of
choices, all bounded, but not determined, by
economics. This article surveys the global
scene and sets out the menu of opportunities
and dangers from which the Wesnan choose.
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geography and currently lives in Orme, Arizona.
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Missoula. Montana.
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Governors' Association in Washington; D.C. Before
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Wyoming's Bridger Wilderness and edits scientific
publications.

Jim Stiles is an artist and writer from Moab, Utah.
He.currently writes and draws for Moab's alternative
newspaper, The Stinking Desert Gazette. "$:..... .< i-h-;

Raymond Wbeeler trained for a care'';;'"in
journalism by working as a cabidriver, bicycle
messenger and river guide. He lives in Salt Lake CitX,
Utah, and is writing a book about the Colorado
Plateau. .
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Thereopening
of the Western
Frontier

resist any attempt to revive what they
see as a false and harmful metaphor.
And, in fact, those historians have
demonstrated that for every. successful
homesteader, there were scores of
exploited miners and cowboys, exhaust-
ed pioneer women and displaced, killed
or diseased Native Americans. -

No doubt the Turner Frontier, as the
westering edge of pure souls in search of
farms and freedom, was overdrawn. But
frontiers need not be geographic. They
are also legal, 'cultural and economic. In
that sense, there was a Western frontier,
and Turner's 1890 was as good a year as
any to have that frontier, come crashing
shuL

What does it mean to say a frontier
is legal, economic and cultural? Itmeans
that a way of life was established in the
rural West in the last few decades of the
19th century that was so strong, so
homogeneous, so deeply rooted in law
-and the land's resources, and SO perva-
sive, that it took possession of the region.

The frontier didn't close toward the
end of the 19th century because the
"free" land was gone, or because rail
lines came within striking distance of 90
percent of the land. Rather, the frontier
closed because a way of life had become

(Continued on page 9)

In 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner
declared America's Western frontier closed. Turner
was thinking in terms of population densities and
geographic boundaries, but the frontier was also an
economic and social one: Thanks to a mixture of
geography, climate and natural resources, the rural
West became the domain of a particular way of life.
That way of life lasted for 100 years, but today it
and its economies are in retreat, and the .Western
frontier is reopening.

___ -'by Ed Marston

A recurring theme of Western
movies is the wide-open town.
In hundreds of Westerns,

decent folk hide in their homes while
bad guys stalk the streets. Finally, the
hero -- Shane, the Lone Ranger, whoever
-- rides in and cleans house, plugging
.some hearts full of lead and breaking
others.

With the town clean, and the hero's
mix 'of good and evil now out of place,
he saddles up and rides toward the next
bit of dirty work.

Those movies are about the West of
a century ago -- a West that raised cattle,
dug gold and tried to build communities.

Today, the rural West is as wide
open as any 19th century mining or
ranching town. And it is wide open in
precisely the sense of those old movie-
set towns: Law and order have been bro-
ken down.

Because this is the late 20th century,
people are not shot in the streets and bul-:
lies are not swaggering past closed stores
on the semi-deserted main streets .

. Today's West is wide open in ways too

subtle for an episode of Gunsmoke or
even for a feature-length film.

But not too subtle, we hope, for
these four special issues of High Coun-
try News in support of the title, "The
Reopening of the Western Frontier:'

The Western frontier was declared
closed by historian Frederick Jackson
Turner in 1893. According to Turner,
because the West no longer had immense
tracts of land free for the taking, and
because population densities had reached
a certain magic figure, there was no
longer a frontier. He declared the United
States settled, presumably once and for
all.

ThoSe who think Turner's metaphor
is still useful will wonder how a frontier
he pronounced shut as of 1890, when
population densities were a fraction of
today, and when large areas were still
isolated from rail, could be described as
reopening.

From the other side, hisiorians who
think that Turner's description of stal-
wart Jeffersonian yeomen striding west
ignored the realities of that day will
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The rural West:

An artifact of
the 19th century Senior citizens of Cedaredge, Colorado.from left: :Mae Himes, Alice Stoffel,

Virginia Porterfield, Margaret Robinson

The rural West is fascinating because it comes to
us almost intact from the 19th century. It has
.survived for 100 years because the Western way of
life and mainstream America just don't mix. This
essay examines the blend of economic and social
defenses that has kept the Weston its own trackfor
thepast century.

____ by Ed Marston

The rural West appears to defy
certain laws of physics. To
board a plane in Bozeman,

Mont., and get off in Los Angeles or
New York ·makes one think diffusion,
entropy, 'even common sense, have been'
suspended. How could so' much conges-
tion, submersion of nature, smoggy air,
bruising social interactions, exist along-
side so much emptiness. so ·much tri-
umphant nature, such clear air, such easy
public life?

Why don"t people diffuse out of
areas where it takes an hour to creep-
commute 20 miles and move into the
rural West, whose small towns know
only rush-minutes at the end of Friday
evening high school football games? .
Why doesn't the smog infiltrate a region
whose air is so clear it makes landmarks
10 miles away look as if they were
across the street?

The West is a region mostly without
metropolitan areas. To rural Westerners,
the idea of spending an hour or more
inching to and from work along a free-
way is as inconceivable as queuing for
an hour to buy a pound of meat. Resi-
dents of Los Angeles or Chicago have
more in common with a Muscovite than
with someone from Deer Lodge, MOnt.

It is usual to blame, or praise, the
West's mountains, canyons, aridity and
harsh climate for the emptiness and sep-
aration from the main American stream.
It is said that a difficult geography and
climate have diverted modem develop-
ment away from the rural West. The
assumption is that, in the course of time,
this almost accidental diversion will end
and the West will rejoin, in an economic
sense, the rest of the nation.

As a result, many Westerners are
waiting for the West to happen -- for it to
become like the America they visit and
see on television. The idea that the West
has been on a separate track for decades,
and may now be fundamentally different
from America -- and heading not toward

a joining with America but in some other
direction -- is not considered.

The possibility that the West will
remain separate from the United States
seems unlikely if only because of its' J
location: The region sits athwart Ameri- ,1
ca, between the coasts that dominate the,
natiili. But thus far, that location has led
to only.the loosest integration. Today,
America simply flows over the West, in
~ir lanes and as' television signals, and
under it, as telephone and computer data
communications.

Those from outside who pass
through the West play hopscotch, jump-
ing from enclave to enclave: first a foot
in Denver, and then a long stretch to Salt
Lake City, or a stretch and a jump from
Denver to Phoenix, and then safe and
familiar again in San Diego-LA. For
tourists, the safe islands are Boulder,
Aspen, Telluride, Jackson, Santa Fe.
Between them lies now heres ville.

What is it that maintains this terra
incognita? Certainly not mountains,
desens and canyons; they are easily pen-
etrated and are what today attract people
to the West. But at one time, they did
isolate the land physically and therefore
economically. In the shelter of those bar-
riers grew up a way of life based on the
West's interlocking natural resource
economy: cattle, trees, damming water
for irrigation and electricity, mining,
milling, digging coal, burning it in power
plants, building transmission lines to
export the electricity, and excavating
caves to accept the nuclear refuse from
metro-area nuclear power plants.

Upon this extractive economy
has developed an extractive
way of life -- a culture

anchored in small communities, extend-
ed families, conservative religions, and
an education system designed for the
procreation of that way of life.

It is a way of life that until recently
was seamless, with strong inner and
outer fortifications. 'The West is about
half public land, and the outer fortifica-

tions of the region are the federal laws
governing the use of the public land --
what law professor Charles Wilkinson
calls the "lords of yesterday."

Those laws guarantee free access to
minerals through the 1872 Mining Law;
low cost access to oil, gas, coal and oil
shale through the Mineral Leasing Act;
,subsidized access to grass and trees for
ranchers and loggers through an array of
laws; subsidized water through the
Bureau of Reclamation and the reclama-
tion laws; and markets for the West's
uranium through a federally created
nuclear puwer industry and the national
defense business.

This economy is maintained by a
shift'in~ bloc of 20 V,S. Senators from
Western states whose economies are
based on the land. In ro~nd numbe~, 6
percent of the U.S. population has 20
percent of tbe U.S. Senate. The senators
are backed by a cohesive array of state
legislatures, county commissions, thou-
sands of boards and countless ranching,
farming and water groups. Only the gov-
ernors, elected by popular state-wide
vote and least susceptible to. this extrac-
tive culture, may depart from the norm
and be tugged toward the other America.
This, then, is the outer ring: Laws often
dating back to the 19th century and
defended by one-fifth of the U.S. Senate.

The inner defense is the extractive
culture itself. It is so pervasive within its
sphere that it deters outsiders from
putting down roots in the region, like
. plants that produce a chemical to block
other species from establishing them-
selves. This culture is the product of a
century of a low-level, fluctuating --
sometimes wildly swinging -- economy
in an isolated, often beautiful and always
difficult landscape.

The result is a region harder to pene-
trate than the fabled small towns of taci-
turn Vermont At the extreme of impene-
trability are Utah's small, theocratic
communities. A non-Mormon family in
such a community will literally have no
one to associate with because all activi-
ties center around the church.

Inany small Western town, if
Rotary, Kiwanis or the Elks are
not your cup of tea, or if you

prefer hiking or skiing to snowmobiling
and jeeping, or if you are a woman with
an independent streak, you will find
yourself short of groups to join.

This may not be a high barrier to
self-sufficient adults, especially if there
are other newcomers. Even a family with
kids will be fine.through, let's say, the

sixth grade. Parents from an urban back-
ground may be startled when their fourth
grader comes home with a copy of the
bible, presented to every child in class
personally by a member of the Gideons.
But that's not a major problem. Nor is it
important when your kid comes home
after taking the Iowa Basics test to say
the other kids didn't care about the test.
"We're going into the mines and make
more money than the principal."

It is harder in high school, when the
biology class votes overwhelmingly in
favor of creationism. You will be 'sur-
prised .that evolution is a voting matter.
You will be more surprised that the biolo-
gy teacher was among the majority voting
for the creation myth.

"Who voted with you?" you ask your
teenager. You mayor may not get an
answer. Teenagers love to fit in, and yours
is furious that you have brought him or
her up to have beliefs so at odds with the
community.

High school reveals more than just
. religious differences. The rural

West makes its living from the
ground, There is a little manufacturing
and away from tourist towns, fewer ser-
vice jobs. For generations, the way to sur-
vive was by farming, ranching, logging or
by digging under the ground.

As a result, if a school inculcates a
thirst for higher education in its children,
that almost guarantees that they will move
away, not merely geographically, but also
in terms of values. It is not only Native
American and Hispanic families who fear
losing their children to an outside world
and an alien culture. It is also many Anglo
families -- families who have been in
America for generations -- in thousands of
small Western communities.

The result is predictable. Grade
schools in small towns usually do an
excellent job. But high schools are likely
to be relaxed, with sports taken far more
seriously than academics. Attend a month-
ly school board meeting for a rural district
in the spring, when' hiring is being done,
and you are likely to hear the head of hir-
ing tell the board:

"This is a clean-cut young man who
grew up 'in 'the nearby town of X, and
went away to Y (the local teachers col-
lege). He will coach football this fall, and
teach math and French." The lack of beard
or a hippie appearance, the local origins
and in-state teaching diploma, are guaran-
tees that the new teacher will not be out of
step with the community. The combina-
tion of math and French comes from a
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small district's need to hire coach-teach-
ers. The pressure is always there to get the
"coach" first and then figure out what he
or she can teach.

The reason is simple: Failures on the
athletic field are far more public and felt
far more deeply by the community than
failures in the classroom.

After high school, it is acceptable for
youngsters who don't want to mine to go
to agricultural or teachers college -- they
can come home with that But additional
or different education is likely to separate
a young person from the family and town.
Compare that altitude with a typical
urbanite, who 'wants his kids to have cre-
dentials, preferably Ivy League creden-
tials, and who expects the public schools
to provide the motivation and courses to
give that son or daughter a jump on life.

Take the schools, social organizations
and churches as a whole, and a small town
presents a formidable presence to a person
moving in from the "outside." A mountain
climber would say it presents few hand-
holds.

During the 19708 energy boom, when

large firms transferred thousands of engi-
neers and executives into the region, one
often heard wives complain, "There '8 no
shopping here." Undoubtedly, the lack of
large malls and specialty shops bothered
them. But the "no shopping" complaint
was also code for a more difficult set of
complaints -- one their corporate position
wouldn't let them voice. They were com- '
plaining of a lack of social niches for peo-
ple like themselves. And when the energy
boom collapsed, they were gone as quick-
Iyas they had come.

The existence of astounding real
estate prices in Aspen, Santa Fe, Jackson,
Telluride, et al, provide other evidence of
the strength of the West's defenses. Why
would people spend fortunes to shoehorn
themselves into a Santa Fe or Sun Valley
when there are scores of much, much
cheaper traditional towns that are just as
spectacular in terms of scenery and far
more Western? The easy answer is glamor,
but actually many former urbanites move
to a resort town despite the glitz rather
than because of it.

The answer is that non-Westerners,
buy into the West's Aspens because that is

Donkey basketbaU in Paonia, cotorado

Reo1!eni",g~
(Continuedfrom page 7)

so dominant there was no room for other
ways of life.

Moreover, the frontier closed on a,
way of life that was to prove surprisingly
long lasting. Because of its own inherent
strengths, its landscape and climate: and
because of reasons which the West had
no control over, that way of life was to
remain dominant for almost a century.

America has many rural regions --
Appalachia, the rural South, the Mid-
west. However, only the rural West is a
magnet to visitors. It appeals partly
because of scenery, but mostly because it
is still rooted in 19th century laws,
economies and values.

, If you are 'going to experience that
19th century way of life, you had hest
move quickly. For the first time in a cen-
tury, the West is wide open, and change
is proceeding at a rapid rate. The domi-
nant economies and the ways of life
based on those economies have lost
enormous ground. The 19th century lives
now on-momentum; the end is near.

The decline has created a vacuum
and, as in the homestead era, the West is
again open to resettlement Its wide open
nature is especially noticeable in the
marketplace -- real estate and businesses
are for sale at a fraction Of what they
would cost elsewhere in the nation. ..

But they are no bargains; they are
cheap because the West has come
unmoored. Arid or not, it is alIoat, bob-
bing violently in the wake created by the
capsizing and sinking of the West's natu-
ral resource economies: oil and gas, ura-
nium, power plant building, metal min-
ing and even cattle ranching. New

economies and new ways of life must he
established before the physical assets
become useful for more than retirees and
others interested in a scenic backdrop
and a rural pace.

H9w the West was busted open and
what .may take the place of the old
economies and culture are the subjects of
this series. As much as any Western, it is
filled with heroes, villains, last-minute
rescues and tragic errors.

Readers should know that these
- 'issues lack what Westerns had:

a dramatic ending. The out-
come of the reopening will not be known
for decades.

The possibilities are endless, with
the central question being: Who will
inherit control of the new West? Will the
existing population recover from the
blows it has suffered and adapt to
changed times? Will the Indian nations,
many of which are resurgent, carve out
larger, more dignified' niches for them-
selves? Or will outsiders come in, as
happened a century ago, and shove aside
both the Indian culture and the culture
established by those who pushed the
Indians out of the way in the 1800s?

Then what? Will a different, but still
distinctly regional, way of life be estab-
lished? And if so, with the establishment
of this new regional culture, will the
Western frontier again slim shut, isolat-
ing it from mainstream America for
another century? .

Or will the rural West succumb this
time, and become just another chunk of
homogeneous America; yet another vast
suburb on a featureless plain -- New Jer-
sey with bumps and fissures?

o

where they feel at home, even though
those towns are far less friendly on the
surface than a traditional small comniuni-
ty.

There is something else that discour-
ages many people moving into the rural
West: Money doesn't talk as loudly here
as it does elsewhere in the country. You
can't buy your way into a typical Western
community unless your money is matched
by a clever folksiness, in which case the
money isn't needed.

It is not so much resistance to money
as a general lack of it: for example, there
almost surely won't be a country club to
join. If there is one, it will be jury rigged.
Perhaps some newcomer had built a large
house with a swimming pool and tennis
court -- a place that would fit in among its
neighbors in any well-to-do suburb else-
where in America, but which will be a
white elephant in most Western towns.
Should the family then discover that it had
settled in the wrong place and put the
home up for sale, it will prove exceedingly
hard to sell. At that point, a creative real-
tor might put together a group of families
and sell them a "country club."

Show and pretention -- even the kind
called "good taste" -- are rare here. People
live in unpretentious houses, although they
may be able to afford more impressive
homes. Their passion and money, and ten-
dency to show off, go to the outside: spec-
tacular flower and vegetable gardens, a
nice barn and fences, a hobby ranch for
those able to keep cattle as pets.

Money has another handicap in the
rural West. Planning and zoning
are seen as something bordering

-on communism. Even where a developer
has tried to create an upscale island by
adopting restrictive covenants, you will
find homes with travel trailers, boats,
snowmachines, and even four or five cars
cluttering the yard' of an otherwise nice
looking ranch house. Occasionally, there
may even be a 4-H lamb in the backyard.
The covenants are there, but enforcing
them would go against the Western grain.

This is all general impressions taken
in during a 14-year sojourn here rather
than by survey and analysis. But there is
one set of statistics, beyond the price of
real estate, that bears on the question of
the West's resistance to mainstream Amer-
ica. The data show how different the rural
West is and why that difference can no
longer be maintained. -

Many residents of small Western
towns say they are great places to raise
children. Perhaps, but not in terms of life
expectancy, A study by three New Jersey
academics showed that young people in
the rural West are more likely to die a vio-
lent death than young people in an urban
ghetto. When broken down by category,
the rural West was more dangerous than
the Harlems of America in suicides, mur-
ders, accidents. The high death rate in the
rural West isn't due to one large factor,
such as dangerous rural roads, but holds
across the board. What it implies is a reck-
less, violent undercurrent to life.

Perhaps that violence, like the
region's gentler defenses, is part of how
the West has maintained its insularity deep
into, this century, confining the virus we
call modern America to a few mountain
tourist towns.

The above, in brief abstraction, is
,.,the underl¥ing. id~ that ~e.d' to
these four special Issues on eco-

nomic and cultural development. Begin-
ning two years ago, writers were sent let-
ters saying that economies and cultures
evolve together and that the collapse of
the West's extractive economy m the early
1980s would inevitably transform the
region's way of life. They were asked to

write on-the-ground stories to either sup-
port or refute that theory.

The 25 or so stories in these four
issues are the result of those letters. As I
read the articles, they support the theory
that the West is today being reworked
from the ground up -- that the frontier has
reopened. The mechanism for the reopen-
ing was the energy, minerals and land bust
of the early 1980s. It has depopulated
some communities and changed the popu-
lations of others. Those that will survive
will go into the 21st century as very dif·
ferent places. Families that have been in
place for several generations have been
swept away. Those tha have survived
have done so by changing dramatically or
by surrendering dreams, position and
income.

The centerpiece of these four issues is
a 20,OOO-word, four-part novella by Utah
writer Ray Wheeler. It is a novella
because, although it is fact, it has all the
elements of fiction -- drama, historic
change, vivid characters and an ending
that can be read in a variety of ways.

Southern Utah is an extreme place
even for the rural West. But "extreme"
doesn't mean different. On the whole,
southern Utah behaved just as the rest of
the West did during the boom, bust and
transformation, but it acted with more
flamboyance and frankness. As a result,
southern Utah makes clearly visible what
is harder to see in, let's say, Dubois, Wyo.,
or Leadville, Colo. After all, not every
board of county commissioners will
mount an American 'flag on the county
bulldozer and then celebrate the Fourth of
July plowing a new road into a federal
roadless area. The same thing was happen-
ing all over the West, but in Utah you
could see it.

Lest it seem that the West was nothing
but boom, boom, boom during this period,
and that no one showed good sense, there
is an article by Pat Ford describing how
the state of Idaho, with inspired leader-
ship, turned back a coal-fired power plant
Had we looked at Montana's Colstrip pro-
ject, at Colorado's Craig project, at Ari-
zona's Palo Verde project, at Exxon's
Colony oil shale project, we would have
fouod the development mania firmly in the
saddle, with those who counseled caution
being looked at as if they were from
another planet. Some savvy towns, or
towns with savvy leadership, probably laid
low and escaped the boom. But only
Meeker, Colo.. to my knowledge, joined
Boise in resisting corporate pressures to
join the boom. Meeker, a ranching town in
the heart of oil shale country, informed the
oil shale companies that it wanted no part
of the construction workforce: "You bus
'em in and you bus 'em out," it told the oil
companies.

Formost of a century, the rural
West knew what it was, and its

, living followed, modestly, but
almost automatically. Then, somewhere in
the last couple of decades, it lost that
meaning and pattern, and stumbled in
ways that have put the region up for grabs.

It is the purpose of these four issues to
examine the ways in which the West stum-
bled, and to determine how the region can
pick itself up again. In this examination,
accomplished by a score or so of writers
throughout the rural West, we wear our
heart on our sleeve. There is examination
and judgement, but no repudiation of the
past in this series. The extractive
economies, and the culture. that rested on
them w~r~ products 'of th~ir time. They
have left us a great deal to worle with, both
in terms of natural resources and of human
experience. The reworking of that heritage
into something more fitted for these tinies
is the task we have been set.
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Good fences make
good calluses
To an economist, thi1 is a suboersiue piece;

because it talks about the meaning of work, rather
than about theprice of labor and material.

I

No stigma attaches to the love of
money in America, and provided it does
not exceed the bounds imposed by pub-
lic order, it is held in honor. The Ameri-
can will describe as noble and
estimable ambition that our medieval
ancestors would have called base
cupidity.

Alexis de Toqueville

____ by C.L. Rawlins

Nearly everyone had them the
first week, even with the good
leather gloves I supplied. Usu-

ally, a big blister at the base of the thumb
and a matching set on the little pads
where the fore and middle fingers join
the palm. A double-bitted axe doesn't
rest easily in-the-modern American hand. "

After the second week, we were all
rednecks from the sun at 8,500 feet,
welted with mosquito bites, but the blis- "
ters were gone.

The crew had learned to brush and
buck and hew, notch and fit, toprail and
brace. Instead of disappearing in to the
tents after dinner with" an exhausted
mumble, the mix of college kids, ranch
kids and drifters would saunter off for
fishing or a look at the beavers in the big
pond up the slope.

In the cook tent, you could see the
new shape of someone's forearm as they
reached for the coffeepot A broadening
of the muscle into a nice bulge below the
elbow and the flrsi suggestion of cords
under the skin above !he wrist

The work was re-forming our bod-

ies: the clever wrist flip that pops a chip
out of a hewn notch, the deep knee-bend
to heft a rail into place, the long swing of
the sledge driving a sixty-penny nail into
air-dried lodgepole. "

Work changes us, in ways both evi-
dent and invisible. As the hand grows
callus to accommodate the axe handle,
so the mind takes the shape of necessary
tasks.

Such is the economy of the human
spirit, that the hunter is fascinated by
deer, the potter by the soft coherence of
wet clay, the banker by the hard edge of
money. Many of us hate our work, and
that shapes us, too.

As our work changes us, so do the
tools we choose. A double-bitted axe
strengthens the forearms and wrists. A
computer gives"the sense of yes/no con-
trol in a chaotic world:'

A legal brief tries to justify a certain
preference or right in terms of a con-
trived reality. A cost-benefit analysis
reduces the world from its bright, wet,
salty, rocky, sandy, snowcovered, floral,
shaggy grace to columns of digits which
don't have even the virtue of being rcal
money; economists call these projec-
tions rather than fantasies; they should
call them spells.

Buck-and-pole is good fence. Elk
and deer can jump it, antelope can scoot
under it. It won't stop anything but a
cow. It looks good, in the way that a log
house looks better than a pink, prefab,
plywood rollerskate rancho.

Since it's mostly untreated pine,
given time it falls down and decays into

UneR .... -.-

a nice mulch, as any decent human con-
struction should. 1

Barbed wire, onthe other hand, is
cheap. You can line a fence fast, espe-
cially with power augers and post
pounders. It's meanly functional stuff
which regularly butchers wildlife and
horses.

It looks like hell. When the posts
come down, it leaves a vicious mess.
Stockhands hate it; ranchers claim to
hate it, but it's quick and cheap and easy.

Barbed wire is shaped like a certain
alii tude toward the world; it lends a taut-
strung control over a large area. Itworks
because it derives maximum cruelty
from a minimum of material. In brutalist-
modem terms, it's cost-effective. Like
many other elements of our culture, it is
hated almost as widely as it used.

Why use it? The commonest answer
would be, "Everybody does," or "I can't
afford not to."

Maybe when the people have out-
done themselves, then maybe the stars
will fall upon the land, or drops of hot
water will rain upon the earth. Or the
land will turn under. Or our father, the
sun, will not rise to start the day. Then
our possessions will turn into beasts
and devour us whole.

The Zunis, Self-Portrayals
translated by Alvina Quam

HoWis money part of our work?
In recalling my time as foreman
of the buck-and-pole fence

crew, money is the least vivid image.
The sunburnt faces and voices of co-
workers; the big, flapping canvas tents in
which we slept; the sticky perfume of
bruised lodgepole and the long curves of
our log fences; the wild alternation of
mountain weathers; the heat of stew in a
handheld bow) rand the crunch of fry-

bread: it seems now that these are what
the work was about, even though I recall
toting up my hours on an index card and
figuring my paycheck to the penny.

How much did I make? What did I
do with the money? God knows.

Generally speaking, I spent it. The
money did what money ought to do: It
was a medium of exchange, by which ten
daily hours of axe and back work were
converted to rice, beans and beer. I cared
more for what I did than for what I
bought.

I liked the work. It was tangible and
sensual, full of pine and sweat, sharp
tools, small challenges that could be met,
the righteous fatigue that flavors food
but doesn't grind the spirit to bluntness.
The money went fast, but I could keep
the work, since it became part of me --
physically and mentally -- in ways that
the money never did. Work came before
money in my reasoning, just as it did in
the world.

There was also the need to be in a
certain stretch of country. One winter, I
gave guitar lessons, taught high school as
a,substitute, fed hay to cows, and like the
Shoshone, damn near starved by late
spring.

I worried about money, quite often
as I recall, but I never quite gave in. I
needed to see the green come back and
watch the cottonwoods make leaves.

Hewas alone. At Sage Junction in
the late afternoon, he waved me
down with a look of distress so

compelling that I had to pull over. He
was bald, layered in ancient clothes:
striped, once-white slacks, battered apres
ski boots and a eoarse wool coat faded to
asphalt grey.

I got out and opened the shell so he
could throw in his trashbagged bundle.
He smiled, but said nothing. As I pulled
onto the road, he rasped something that
sounded like "Kemmerer." He had no
voice. Laryngitis? Throat cancer?

He chainsmoked Camels all the way,
but his eyes were clear. He didn't seem
to be a casualty. I let him out a block
before the Safeway and he turned, pen in
hand and pantomimed writing. I found a
scrap of cardboard.

I AM VERY GRATERJL. COULD
YOU HELP FURTHER WITH SOME-
THING FOR FOOD?

Neat, block capitals and, consider-
ing the circumstances, a polished writing
style. "I'm not that far from broke,
myself," I said, feeling the simple power
of speech in the face of this silent man.

He scanned the truck -- 16 years old
with rust blisters starting under the blue
paint and my bedroll and camping gear
stacked in the bed -- and then looked at
me directly.

The comment was clear: You're
rich. You can make choices. I gave him
a five and he hastened south toward the
Triangle and God only knows what sort
of a night. He was right, in a way. I
turned north toward Pinedale, five dol-
lars poorer, feeling for the moment wild-
ly fortunate and vaguely guilty.

Myfriends Bruce and Patty, and
their sons Matthew and Chris,
just moved out of town. As

Bruce, a building contractor, -put it,
"We're getting out of this dead-ass
place."

As we shuttled beds and dressers to
storage in Bruce's mother's garage, he
said that he'd learned to survive in
Pinedale, but that he was sick of surviv-
ing, living on a shoestring between con-
tracts, scratching for a decent way of
life. Barely getting by was as bad as
falling behind.
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He'd found a job near Chicago; the
big Ryder truck was filled and ready in
the drive, stuffed with a household -- all '
the pots and chairs and toys that become
sad out of their home context, like
uprooted trees after a storm.

Amazing, though, that four average
persons, not rich,not evdfi comfortable
by the prevailing standard, can acquire'
so much and be so attached to it, as if
more of them resided in their posses-
sions than in their bodies ... So many
,things that moving is awful, but aban-
doning them is like leaving the largest
part of ourselves.

What would be accounted success in
most countries can seem like, black fail-
ure in America. Ireland had a potato
famine; all we've had are stockmarket
crashes.

These are crises that come not from
physical reality, but from our notions of
value. The blight, now, is not on our
crops but on our hearts.

Some of us -- native and pilgrim _J

will stick, dig in like badgers and change
jobs with the seasons: waitress, river
guide, carpenter, clerk, cowhand, key-
punch. In order to stay with a particular
place or particular people, we'll let,
money be a frequent worry, something
heavy that we drag on our way.

We won't let it be our grail or con-
science or soul. We won't let it decide
for us how to live, except in extremity.
Though there will be extremity, here and
now, in trying to live such a life. The
truest luxury today is not good credit, but.
to have one's choice of adversities.

Society cannot exist unless a con-
trolling power upon will and appetite be
placed somewhere, and the less of it
there is within, the more there must be
vwithotu,

so wrote Edmund Burke about
the way in which greed and
gluttony shove a society toward .

despotism, or biological disaster.
The grass still grows and the sun

still shines; we can survive, but most of
us have the unshakable conviction that it
is not enough simply to maintain our-
sel ves in terms of our need for food,
water and shelter.

What seems to matter now is not
whether we can live, but whether we can
live with hope. In any argument about
what is missing in American institutions,
in education for instance, the frightening
conclusion is that we have lost hope, for
which money alone is a bitter substitute.
. My friends, in leaving Pinedale,
took with them enough to equip a small
village in Peru, yet they aren't rich.

Somehow, enough was still lacking'
that they felt they had to go, not where
the mountains are higher or the air clear-
er or people kinder, but where the econo-
my -- that alone -- was in better shape.

While this is not precisely a call to
poverty, since that would be unthinkable
today, it is a call to revolution. We are
dominated not by the power of religion
or the fear of armies, but by our desire
for much more than we need. It is
through our own inflated wishes that we
are most rigidly controlled.

If we can shake the burden placed
on us and on our land by the false equa-
tion that life is money, then we may find
a life worth living beyond this one,
which makes us enemies to our own
home ground and half the world. Can we ,
reclaim our land? God knows, but we
might at least reclaim our hearts.

o
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Watch out for Bob.Warr
____ by C.L. Rawlins

My friend was from Utah. A
ranch out of Tooele. He had a
rural Utah drawl broader than

the salt flats and a cowhand's laconic
style; a sentence is composed of four
words or fewer.

Besides a respectably filthy Resistol
hat, he wore a pair of down-at-the-heel
Tony Lamas, fade~ jeans and a lime-
green cowboy shirt with cuffs and collar
buttoned. Across his cheek, from lip to
ear, was a piratical-looking scar which I
assumed was the mark of some late night
battle. I asked him about it. .

"Bob Warr done it," he said.
My friend was a tough character and

I figured Bob Warr to be at least six-five
and built like a bull. Definitely a natural
hazard. Since we were enroute to Tooele
for a weekend of carousing, I wanted to
avoid Bob Warr; there might be linger-
ing hard feelings.

"Is he going to be around?" I asked.
"Huh? Who?"
"B,ob Warr," I replied.
He gave me a glance that questioned

my sanity, parenthood and right to be
breathing the same air. He sighed.

"Got bucked off. Into a fence. Bob
·Warr fence."

My feelings about barbed wire
haven't changed much since. It won't
pull a knife on you outside a bar, but it is
dangerous, miserable stuff. Rips holes in
jeans and skin. Puts deep cuts in horses
and cattle. Degenerates into a rusty, ugly
tangle. But it shaped the West because it.
has two strong points: It's cheap and it
works.

A pair of competent ranchhands can
j,' string miles of.wire in the time it takes to
put up a short stretch of timber ie~~eand
for a quarter the cost in money, sweat
and thought. It doesn't take imagination
or craft to stretch wire.

Timber fences are another story. A
well-built buck-and-pole fence, as it set-
tles and weathers, becomes part of the
landscape. To build one requires a
knowledge of wood, axe manship,
applied physics and a canny eye for the
land. You have to judge where the deep
drifts collect in winter or the ground is
soft in spring. If you throw one up in a
hurry, it will fall down just as quickly ..
Timber fencing is a dying craft. The
accumulated knowledge of farmers from
America's colonial limes onward includ-
ed an array of techniques to fit many dif-
ferent purposes and landscapes. A litany
of types: stake-and-rider, buck-and-pole,
ripgut, log-and-block, post-and-rail,
worm. Using basic tools and local mate-
rials, the expanding agricultural empire
fenced livestock in or out, protected
crops, enclosed pastures and marked
boundaries. A farm's or ranch's fence
was its signature.

When farms were abandoned, the
old timber fences groaned and sank to
ground level, becoming tracks of decom-
posing wood with a few rusty spikes dis-
appearing into humus, hidden under
saplings and brush. Like the trees they
came from, they returned to the soil and
enriched it.

Most visitors to the West will notice
one kind of fence: barbed wire. The total
length of wire along highways alone
would probably stretch several times
around the earth. Long, straight runs of
wire -- rusty or new and glittering --
have altered the sweeping views,
changed patterns of game movement and
made ranching, as practiced today, possi-
ble.

Still, there are enclaves in the high
country of the West where timber is the
preferred material, mostly in places
where lodgepole pine grows thickly and
heavy snows and wandering moose turn
barbed wire into galvanized hash. There
you find timber fences and people who
know and appreciate the craft, even
though most of the old-style fences are
built to enclose summer homes and
tourist traps, to lend a rustic look.

Having built miles of buck-and-pole
drift fence in the Upper Green River
country of Wyoming, I've become a col-
lector of fences. I return from a trip to
the pinon-juniper mesas of Utah or the
Stanley Basin of Idaho with sketches and
notes on a particular ripgut fence or a
six-rail-buck horse pasture. The details
of material and method fascinate me and
I gaze at a well-balanced pole gate or
finely-braced corner with relish and
recognition, like an -artist judging the
brush strokes of another.

Rails must be just right: too long
and they bend under snow load or their
own weight; too short and they make a
fence more work 'than it-should be.
Notches should be clean and angled to
drain water or the wood rots. Spikes
should be driven to work with the pull of
gravity and the weight of snow, and
braces set with a keen eye for stress and
slope. If the rails are too far apart, itchy
cows will rub and knock the fence down,
, or the calves will slip through.

A poor fence can be worse than
none. It won't hold the stock and will

take more work to maintain than it's
worth. On a recent ride, I saw a fence
built by a private contractor for the
BLM. From a distance, it looked all
right; close inspection revealed trouble:
The notches were chainsawed at the per-
fect angle to collect water and start rot
working around the joints. The spikes.
. weren't spikes -- they were skinny little
nails. The braces, up hill and down, were
set at the same spacing and angle, insur-
ing that the fence will some day fold like
an accordian and flop like a dead sheep.

The fence had weathered a single
winter and already rails had fallen and
bucks twisted with the movement of
snowdrifts. It was more an extended
problem than a fence, built from a gener-
al idea of fences rather than from any
specific knowledge. The apparent object
was to slap up something that resembled
a fence, collect the money and run. The
result is several miles of headache.

Although we like to think of this as
tlhe age of high technology, the means
and methods of our ancestors were nei-
tlher low nor crude. Given their limita-
tions in materials and tools, tlheir sense
of fitness and ingenuity often surpassed
that of the present day. There are plenty
of modern miracles, but there are also
cars that flip at 30 mph, dams that crack,
buildings that fall down and chemicals
that are discovered to be toxic beyond
any benefits they yield.

It turns out that any technology, so-
called high or low, needs patience, judg-
ment and an observant eye to give us
fences or spaceships that don't crash.
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.THE
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Tucson.

f·.Non-Metropolitan
t.JRocky MountainRegion

___ by Dennis Brownridge

Few parts of the world have
experienced such explosive,
sustained population growth as

the American West.
When the United States took it over

less than two lifetimes ago, the West
was home to about 250.000 people.
Now it has 50 million -- an increase of
20.000 percent If the rest of the world
had grown at the same rate, we'd be
staggering under the weight of 200 bil-
lion people.

But in the 1980s, sizeable areas in
the Rockies, the Colorado Plateau and .

The rural West
is actually
veryurban
The West is empty, but it's not rural. In fact, it is

the most urban of all regions, with most of its
population living in a few large metropolitan areas.
Even the vast empty spaces between the metro areas
are urban in the sense that most people cluster in
hundreds of small communities, rather than live on
farms and ranches. In this article, 'geographer
Dennis Brownridge surveys the entire West and the
effect of the most recent boom/bust cycle.

the Pacific Northwest not only stopped
growing but began to lose population.

In 1986. the entire states of Idaho,
Montana and Wyoming declined slight-
ly. And for the first time in memory,
almost as many people moved out of the
West as moved in.

Does this mean an end to a century
and a half of growth? Not likely. Even
without in-migration, the West's young
population, high birthrate, and huge
metropolitan base would keep it boom-
ing. But population losses and economic
decline in non-metropolitan areas are
bound to have an impact on the land.

Few things have such a fundamen-

.-
•
tal effect on a region as the number of
humans who live there and how they
make a living.

What is the West?

There are many Wests -- the
mythic West of cowboys and
Indians, the geographic West,

the Rocky Mountain West;· the coastal
West. These four special issues of H ig h
Country News are about what its editors
call "the rural West" -- that part of 10
states which do not have major
metropolitan areas.

The states are Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, the Dakotas.
Nevada and the northern halves of New
Mexico and Arizona. By definition, the
"rural West" excludes the Denver and
Salt Lake City metropolitan areas and.is
north of the Phoenix-Tucson area. If one
looks only at the core Rocky Mountain
states -- Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon-
tana and Wyoming -- there are less than
8 million residents. Exclude the Denver
and Salt Lake City complexes and you
are below 4 million.

As the maps show, this article cov-
ers the larger West of the geographer,
incl uding the three Pacific Coast states
and the West's metropolitan areas, in
order to provide a broader context for
this series.

Where Westerners live

When you look at a population
map. the first thing that strikes
you is how unevenly the West

is settled. As historian Walter Prescott
Webb put it, the West is an "urban oasis
civilization" where clusters of people
are surrounded by vast blocks of unin-
habited public land.

, !

Both urban and rural populations
are heavily concentrated along broad
river valleys where water and flat land
are abundant. Metropolitan areas have
grown up on plains at the foot of moun-
tains. Except for some mining and resort .
towns, few people really live in the
mountains.

In the Rockies, most folks live in
the basins, parks and valleys between
the ranges. There are 'many such niches,
since the Rockies are not a monolithic
range like the Sierra Nevada but rather a
broken cordillera made up of dozens of
discrete ranges.

This pattern of settlement hasn't
changed much since the last century.
The withdrawal of public lands from set-
tlement, starting with Yosemite in 1864,
has helped keep new areas from being
colonized.

Half the West remains in public
ownership as national forests, parks,
monuments, recreation areas, wildlife
refuges, military reservations, or unre-
served lands managed by the BLM.
These public lands have played an
important role in making the West a dis-
tinctive region and, in some places, have
perhaps prevented the dense rural popu-
lation found in Appalachia.

We may speak of the "rural West,"
but the land west of the Rocky Moun-
tain front has always been the least rural
part of the country. Most Westerners live
in cities and towns.

The strong rural tradition of the
Midwest, South or New England -- the
dense network of isolated farmsteads
and crossroads villages -- is rare here .
Tiny New Jersey, for all its cities, has
five times as many rural inhabitants as
Wyoming.

In the West, full-blown rural settle-
ment is limited to places like the Pacific
valleys, the Columbia Plateau, the Snake
River Plain and smaller enclaves in the
Rocky Mountain region. The West is
only "rural" in the sense that so much of
it has no people or has only small towns
dotting immense expanses of land.

One notable exception is the
200,000 Navajos on the south-central
Colorado Plateau. Their lands, the coun-
try's largest and most populous Indian
reservation; stand out on a population
map. By tradition, the Navajos prefer to
live in isolated homesteads rather than
the villages favored by their Pueblo
neighbors. Normally, people cluster in
arid lands to supply themselves with
water and other services.

But the Navajos are willing to haul
it long distances in their pickup trucks --
and then use it sparingly -- to maintain
a dispersed way of life. Still, this is
changing, and as the Navajo population
mushrooms, people are increasingly
concentrating in towns.

Usually, it is agriculture that settles
large numbers of people. But most of the
West lacks strong rural populations
because it is too dry, cold or rugged for
farming. Although we may think of
ranching as the quintessential Western
livelihood, cattle grazing requires so lit-
tle labor that it has never figured promi-
nently in the Western workforce. The
Rocky Mountain states have more insur-
ance salesmen than ranchers.

Mining, of course, got most West-
ern states started, but it was soon
eclipsed by other occupations. In the
boom year of 1980, mining and energy
extraction employed only about I per-
cent of the people in the Rocky Moun-

- tain states. Georgia has more miners
than Idaho.

The paucity of farming has saved
the region from the long-term popula-
tion declines which have hit almost
every other rural region as agriculture

,
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became steadily more efficient. The
Rocky Mountain Front, the geographic
boundary between East and Wes~ shows
up dramatically on the "Population
Decline" map.

Rural populations in the prairie
heartland of the Midwest peaked a cen-
tury ago. The Great Plains, that vast
short-grass belt between the Rockies
and the lOOthmeridian, has been losing
population on and off since 1920.
Drought, dust, and the Depression of the
1930s only accelerated the exodus.

The Plains were the country's last
great agricultural boom land. Much of
the land is marginal for farming, and
historians place a good deal of blame on
the government and the railroads for
having encouraged more settlement than
the land could support. Ultimately, hun-
dreds of square miles of abandoned
Plains farmland were bought back by
the government, replanted to grass and
returned to the public domain as' nation-
al grasslands.

Since then, the Plains have enjoyed
some local booms .- fossil fuels in the
1950s and again in the 1970s, military
in the 1960s, and some agricultural
growth -- particularly when the great
Ogallala aquifer was tapped for irriga-
tion. Most rural counties on the Plains,
however, have half to three-quarters the
population they had two or three genera-
tions ago.

The region west of the Plains
escaped most of this. While most of the
country was being ravaged by the
Depression, the West was enjoying
something of a boom. The lumber
industry moved from the South to attack
the rich virgin forests of the Northwest,
and agriculture was given a boost by
massive federal water projects.

The only parts of the West that
declined in the 1930s were areas of
Plains-styledry farmin~ (the wheatlan</S
of the Columbia Plateau and Snake
River Plain) and some of the old 19th
century mining districts which had been
declining for decades, such as Col-
orado's San Juan Mountains and Butte,
Montana.

The Rural Renaissance

Forcenturies, cities have tended
to grow faster than the country-
side around them. Demogra-

phers have long regarded this rural-to-
urban migration as the "trademark of an
advancing society." In the 1950s and
1960s, the flow to cities was so high
that many rural areas -- in the West and
elsewhere -- were stable or lost popula-
tion. People were pulled to the
metropolitan areas by jobs and a new
way of life: the automobile suburb. It
promised the best of both worlds: a
quiet, country-like place to live, with the
jobs and amenities of a city close at
hand.

But as suburbs coalesced into
sprawling, smoggy, congested me-
tropolises and metropolises converged
into still bigger megalopolises, the
dream began to sour.

In the 1970s, for the rust time, more
people moved out of metropolitan areas
than moved in. It was hailed as a "rural
renaissance." For the rust time, greater
New York lost population. A million
New Yorkers moved away -- a third of
them going West.

In the West, almost every county
experienced a boom. The main excep-
tions were copper towns in Montana,
Utah and Arizona, which had been
declining for years as high grade ores
were exhausted and cheaper sources
became available in Chile and Mexico.

Demographers were taken by sur-
prise, at first dismissing the trend as a

statistical aberration, and then as a coun-
terculture fad. Environmental and back-
to-the-land movements were factors, but
it wasn't just the hippies who were
migrating.
It was retired folks seeking to

escape the urban din and young families
looking for cheap land and a good place
to raise kids. These forces were much
like those that had driven the previous
generation from the cities to the suburbs.
The new interstate freeway network and
expanding air travel encouraged the out-
ward flow by reducing the isolation of
once remote towns. By the mid 1970s,
few areas in the West were more than
two or three hours' travel from a size-
able metropolitan center.

This lifestyle boom was followed
by a second, more traditional boom after
the oil crisis of 1974. People flooded
into the vast energy-rich region centered
on the Rockies to exploit its oil, gas,
coal, oil shale and uranium; boom towns
sprang up from Texas to Montana.

The two booms were distinct but
they coincided and, where there were
both energy and scenery, they collided.
There was concern about the impact
both booms were having on the land and
traditional lifestyles. But much of the
concern came from outside the region;
, residents seemed content to enjoy their
economic windfall.

The booms brought economic
upheaval as well as prosperity. A frenzy
of real estate speculation inflated land
prices, and many ranchers, caught in the
euphoria, went deep into debt to acquire
neighbors' land and expand operations.
This happened as U.S. beef consump-
tion was dropping 20 percent. When
interest rates skyrocketed in the early
1980s -- and land prices also fell --
many long-time ranchers were' caught

between high debt payments and low
income.

1980s Decline

When the "rural renaissance"
first became apparent, skep-
tics said it wouldn't last, if

only because places would fill up and
lose the appeal that had attracted folks in
the first place -- a replay of suburbaniza-
tion. Others thought the novelty of wood
stoves and harsh winters would wear off
or that the provincial atmosphere of
small-town life would drive people back
to the cities and suburbs, as it had driven
their parents and grandparents.

Before any of those forces could
come clearly into play, the global econo-
my was hit by the world-wide recession
of the early 1980s, followed by declin-
ing, and then collapsing, crude oil
prices.

The early stages of the recession
treated the West rather gently, mainly
affecting the logging states in the North-
west. Away from the timber areas, the
overall boom in the Rockies accelerated
into the 1980s. As late as 1983, demog-
raphers were predicting that Wyoming
would lead the nation in rate of growth,
even as plummeting crude oil prices
(they bottomed in 1986) were causing
energy operations to wane and laid-off
workers were starting to move away.

Then, quite abruptly so far as the
statisticians were concerned, the boom
turned to bust. Since 1983, the Rocky
Mountains and Colorado Plateau --
excluding the metropolitan areas on
their fringes -- have lost about 30,000
people, down from a peak of 1.3 million.
Growth in the Rocky Mountain states as
a whole has slowed a bit but is main-
tained by increases in the big cities.

TheFuture of the R~'des

w;is the long term population
picture in the West? The loss
of a hundred families can

mean a lot of empty store fronts in a
town of 10,000, but it is important to
keep those numbers in perspective.
There are individual cities in the "rust
belt" of the East that have suffered a
greater loss than all of the Rocky Moun-
tain West.

How long the decline will continue
is anybody's guess. Demographers are
no better than economists when it comes
to the future. History shows that areas "
tend to grow much faster than they
decline. Once people move in, most find
a way to stick.

It is clear that in the Rockies most
of the decline is due to the energy bust.
That's likely to be temporary, since the
world is still running out of oil. Much of
the energy boom was built on specula-
tion, exploration and government pro-
grams like synfuels. But there are still
lots of Btu buried in the West. Someday,
for better or worse, they'll undoubtedly
be dug out and sucked up.

The lifestyle-driven boom is a sepa-
rate story. While it has waned since the
1970s, there is no sign of its reversal --
another mass movement to the cities
like that of the 1950s and 1960s. Urban-
ites still dream of escaping the metropo-
lis, of living someplace where you can
hike or ski out the back door.

However, would-be emigres are
being morc selective. The more-appeal-
ing small' areas are growing, others are
not. College towns stand out among
those with the most enduring growth.
Places with the worst weather or bleak-

(Continued on page 18)
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Boom! Boom! Boom!

War on the Colorado Plateau
their own dump, like visitors to a creep
show. It was unnerving as hell to unload
your garbage into the waiting arms of
scavengers. Something had to be done.

Walker had a plan. The county com-
mission would issue an ordinance requir-
ing all dump scavengers to apply for per-
mits, Along with the permit, a business
license would naturally be required -- "at
an address zoned for that kind of com-
mercial activity," Having met these
requirements, scavengers would then
pay a fee: "$25, $50, $100 -- I don't care
what you make it"

Walker leaned back in his chair,
sucking contemplatively on a life-saver,
"Well?"

The other commissioners were smil-
ing. You had to hand it to Jimmie -- the
man was a master. All the same, one
commissioner seemed apprehensive.

"Jimmie ... have you ever been up to
the dump to see who it is up there doing
the scavenging?"

In the 1970s, all that stood between the people of
southeastern Utahand their dreams of high paying
jobs in the mineral and energy industries, was the
federal government and its wilderness study areas.
In this first of a four-part series, Ray Wheeler
describes how southeastern Utah routed the feds
and, for all practical purposes, privatized the public
land.

__ ~by Raymond Wheeler Contest had brought a flood of publicity
from allover the country.

Unfortunately, notoriety entails
obligations, Now that Moab's dump was
more famous than the town, one had to
maintain its image. The problem,
explained Walker, was scavenging at the
dump. One could find people scavenging
there most any time of day. Sometimes
there would be two or three parties care-
fully sorting through the trash, pulling
out aluminum cans, old clothes, furni-
ture ... perhaps even food,

As county commissioners go, jim-
mie Walker is one of the best. He knows
his job, he knows his constituents, and
he knows Grand County like the back of
his weathered hand. This was a matter of
civic decorum -- nothing more, nothing
less. The people of Moab were begin-
ning to feel like strangers in their own

"Well, you'd be mighty damn sur-
prisedtoscc who some of 'those people
are." .

"Well I don't much care who it is,
but I'm getting pretty darned sick of see-
ing people hauling stuff back as fast as
we haul it up."

We all had a chuckle, but behind it
there was an ache in the air. Those scav-
engers w,ren't lramps Of latter-day hip-

After the Party's Over

/

It's 5:00 pm on a lovely spring
afternoon in Moab, Utah, The
sun blazes in through an oJ\Cn

doorway, pooling 'on the floor of t);le
Grand County Courthouse. It has beena .
long and tedious county commissiii'D
meeting; I am praying for a quick '~n4.
But commission chairman Jimmie walk:,
er has one' last item. There is a problem
at the Moab city dump.

Things just haven't been the same at
the dump since the Chamber of Com-
merce issued its- now famous nationwide
challenge. Moab, declared the Chamber,
had the most scenic dump in the nation.
The Chamber's Scenic Dump Photo

"No."

EDWARD
/l8B,y
SlEl"T
I-lERG:

CAN>(ON-VU 1

MOTEL;J" ~€

pies. Many were lifelong residents of
Moab -- people like Blackie. I heard
about Blackie later that evening, 'while
sharing a dish of ice cream with my
neighbor, Ruth Brown.

"Lots of people go up there to the
dump every day," Ruth was telling me.
"Like Blackie and his wife Sandy -- they
used to go up there a couple of times a
week."

Like many Moab residents, Blackie
was a miner had who lost his job when
the Atlas Uranium Mill shut down.
Blackie was a good carpenter and handy-
man, but in Moab, where everybody is a
carpenter and handyman, that didn't pay
the bills. As a last resort, Blackie and his
wife began paying regular visits to the
Moab City-Dump.

"You know, his wife died last year,"
said Ruth. "And Blackie just ain't been
the same since .."

Blackie'spredicament is far from
unique. In just six years, the town of
Moab -- and most of southeastern Utah --
has undergone a metamorphosis most of
us encounter only in history books. Since
1980, shot down by the simultaneous
collapse of the oil, uranium, coal and
potash markets, southeastern Utah has
banked into an economic tailspin unlike
anything since the Great Depression.
Between 1980 and 1986, Grand County
lost more than a thousand jobs .- thirty
percent of the county's -nonfarm wage

LJl
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and salary employment. The official
unemployment rate has soared as high as
19 percent and the county's population
has plummeted nearly 20 percent.

"We're looking at unemployment
rates which are at depression, not reces-
sion, levels," says University of Utah
Bureau of Economic and Business
Research director Thayne Robson. ,
"We've had communities with 22 to 25
percent unemployment rates in the past
few years."

Since 1982, southern Utah has been
falling, out of control, into a seemingly
bottomless economic black hole.

"Every time we think we've bot-
tomed out and reached a floor -- as
established by local (power plant) con-
sumption of our coal, with a few fortu-
nate contracts with companies outside
the area -- then something happens, like
the Wilburg mine fire, and we have even
more loss, and more businesses closing,"
says Bill Howe, director of the Southeast
Utah Association of County Govern-
ments.'

...Ruth and I finished our ice cream
in silence, staring off across the city of
Moab, watching the alpenglow die on the
wall of rose-colored sandstone that soars
above the Moab City Dump. As day
slipped toward night, I found myself
slipping backward in time ...

The (;host of
Christmases Past

Just seven years ago, Moab's
, ,economic and political future

looked radically different. On
the morning of the commissioners' meet-
ing, tracking backwards through the
annals of the town's newspaper, the
Moab Times-Independent, I was drawn,
in Henry Adam's phrase, by "invisible
lines of force" to a remarkable issue:
that of November 20, 1980. On that third
week of November, the town of Moab,
Utah, had achieved the pinnacle of its
desire. Three front-page headlines told
the tale.

BLM HAS DROPPED OVER HALF
OF WILDERNESS STuDy AREAS IN

THE MOAB AREA

NEGRO BILL CANYON
SQUABBLE SETI'LED

S. GENE DAYWILL TRANSFER

Together, they were a ticker-tape
parade for the commissioners of Grand
County. This was their finest hour, .their
V-J and V-E days rolled into one, their ,
triumphant moment of victory in a battle
that had taken seven years to win.

In a sense, it is timeless -- this battle,
this war. Timeless and cyclic. The latest

~

JtmmfJ? Walker

cycle began with the introduction in
Congress, in 1974, of legislation which
would become the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act. "FLPMA," as it
was called, brought a hailstorm of new
regulations governing use of Bureau of
Land Management lands. Mining regula-
tions. Grazing regulations. Road right-
of-way regulations. And worst of all --
the ultimate insult to southeastern Utah -
- a mandateto inventory, study and des-
ignate wilderness.

It was the wilderness study provi-
sion that was the last straw for the Grand
County commissioners. That provision
required the BLM to identify all lands
with wilderness character and to protect
them from development until Congress,
in its wisdom, could pass legislation to
designate wilderness.

About 80 percent of Grand County
is owned by the federal government,
with 90 percent of that land managed by
the BLM. When BLM's first statewide
wilderness inventory map was published
in April 1979, the Grand Couniy com-
missioners went through the roof.
Between the Forest Service, Park Ser-
vice and BLM wilderness inventory pro-
grams, some two-thirds of southeastern
Utah was under review.

When they saw that map, the Grand
County commissioners realized what
was at stake: a way of life.

"Frederick Jackson Turner was
wrong," says Bill Booker, a battle-
scarred veteran of the tempestuous BLM
wilderness inventory. "He said we lost
the western frontier in the 1890s, when
the urban population of the West first
exceeded its rural population. But in
Utah, we lost the frontier in 1976, with
the enactment of FLPMA. Before
FLPMA, these people could do virtually
anything they wanted on the public
lands."

"Back about that time I got thinking
about something," Jimmie Walker~-
recalls. ''The thing that creates wars is a
foreign intrusion that's trying to destroy
a way of life. It's just that damn simple:
The people here could recognize that,
and as far as they were concerned, it was
war."

When FLPMA became law in Octo,
ber 1976, it set off a battle !hat waSlO be
waged allover the West under the name
Sagebrush Rebellion. Nowhere was that
battle to be as brutal -- and public -- as in
Grand County, Utah.

The county commissioners' strategy
had the elegant simplicity of a sumo
wrestling match. If the commissioners
could not change the law, they would
break it.

Bu1Jdozer Wars

InJuly of 1979, a Grand County
road crew rammed a bulldozer
through a barrier blocking

vehicular access to Negro Bill Canyon, a
26,aoO-acre BLM wilderness inventory
unit featuring 4oo-foot vertical walls of
Navajo sandstone, slickrock domes and
fins, stupendous natural bridges, and a
clear, cold, perennial stream studded
with waterfalls and swimming holes.
With the barrier removed, a second bull-
dozer -- this one piloted by a local miner .i

-- charged up the canyon for a distance
of a mile and a quarter and carved more
than sao yards of new roadway across
the floor of the canyon.

Since neither, the miner nor the
county had a right-of-way permit, as
required by FLPMA, BLM Moab Dis-
trict Manager S. Gene Day obtained a
cease and desist order, and replaced the
barrier at the mouth of the canyon.

Seven days later, a Grand County
bulldozer again knocked the barrier
down.

BLM filed a lawsuit and once again
blocked the mouth of the canyon -- this
time with a steel cable.

Four days later, a Grand County
road crew cut the cable.

BLM manager Day was incensed.
''The issue is whether any individual or
group should have the right to preempt
all others for private gain," he wrote in a
letter to the editor of the Moab newspa-
per.

Quoting Aldo Leopold's classic
essay, ''The Land Ethic," Day lashed out
bitterly at the Grand County Commis-
sion. "Where do we draw the line on the
right to explore for minerals? Must
every square inch of this area, regardless
of other clearly identified values, be sac-
rificed to mineral exploration?"

S. Gene Day

During five and a half years on
the job, Day camed a reputation
as a hardnosed, no-nonsense

administrator. "Arrogant," some said.
"Honest," said others. A feature on Day
in the Washington Pas/labeled him "The
Most Hated Man in Southern Utah."

In this war against FLPMA, Day
was commander in chief for the enemy.
"He was almost a zealot in defense of
FLPMA," recalls Moab newspaper editor
Sam Taylor.

"Gene Day was a hard-core environ-
mentalist," remembers Jimmie Walker.
"He thought he was God. That's what
power does to you."

Since his arrival in Moab in 1975,
Day had been battling violations of fed-
eral law all over the district. With the
nation in an energy crisis. uranium and
oil exploration were booming, and. the
scramble for coal, tar sands and oil shale
had grown frantic. All across southern
Utah, boom-crazed exploration compa-
nies were penetrating roadless areas.

In November 1976, days after the
passage of FLPMA, Gulf Minerals
launched a massive uranium exploration
program, slicing 30 miles of roads and
22 drill pads into the heart of the
loo,OOO-acre Mancos Mesa roadless area
-- a bighorn sheep lambing area and for
nearly a decade the Moab District's num-
ber one candidate for primitive area des-
ignation,

Though Gulf repeatedly promised, ,
in writing, to reclaim all physical
impacts, by 1979 it had abandoned the '
area, leaving the roads in place. BLM
simply let the matter drop, blocking off
the road with a barrier.

Within weeks, a San Juan County
road crew tore down the barrier. The
Gulf Minerals roads, explained commis-
sion chairman Calvin Black, were now
part of the county road system, and the
county had an obligation to its citizens to
keep the roads open. Not the least of
those citizens was Black himself, who
owned 5,000 acres of mining claims in
the heart of the unit.

In 1977, Cotter Corporation -- a
Commonwealth Edison subsidiary with a
field office in Moab -- launched an
exploration program in the Dirty Devil '
River Canyon, blading more than 50
miles of roads and trails into the heart of
a 400,000-acre wilderness inventory
unit. BLM responded by accelerating its
wilderness inventory, but carefully
excluded Cotter's illegal roadwork by
adjustments in the wilderness study area
boundary. That was not accommodating
enough for Cotter. Before the ink could
dry on the WSA map, the firm was at it
again, blasting 11 miles of new road and
more than 100 drill pads into the new
WSA.

Once again, BLM went to court
Nonh of Moab, in the Book Cliffs,

tal Bmck

Anschutz, Tenneco and Palmer Oil were
carving new roads -across wilderness
inventory units. Uranium and potash
exploration companies were slashing a'
maze of new road's through pristine
canyons and mesa tops bordering the
Colorado and Green rivers. On the San
Rafael Knob -- a splendid tower of bare
rock at the crest of the San Rafael Swell
~- two uranium companies crowded 30
miles of roads into a 7,000-acre
wilderness inventory unit. To the south,
uranium and oil exploration companies
swarmed over the bench lands around the
perimeter of White Canyon and Natural
Bridges National Monument.

The grand finale of the Bulldozer
Wars came on the Fourth of July, 1980,
when 250 flag-waving Moab residents
celebrated Independence Day with a cer-
emony that by now had become local
tradition -- parading a bulldozer into the
nearby Mill Creek Canyon Wilderness
Inventory Unit. When Gene Day
announced, several days later, that the
bulldozer had mistakenly stopped short
of the unit boundary, a Grand County
crew hauled the bulldozer back to the
site and extended the road until it
crossed the boundary.

This act was so brazen "that the com-
missioners were convinced they would
be jailed.

"Gene Day was our biggest obsta-
cle," recalls Jimmie Walker. "He was
going to have1he federal marshals come
in and take us all to jail. But we had
(Utah Senator) Orrin Hatch back in
Washington, keeping an eye on it, to
make sure they wasn't going to mess
with our constitutional rights."

Psychological Waifare

That was the physical dimension
of the war -- bulldozer scars,
webs of seismograph lines,

tom-up streambeds, drillpads, borrow-
pits, slag piles, and hundreds of miles of
new roads spiderwebbing the nation's
last great block of pristine high desert
wilderness. But there was a psychologi-
cal dimension as well.

One week after publication of
BLM's first wilderness inventory map
for Utah, San Juan County Commission-
er Cal Black stormed into a BLM public
meeting. "I thought the man was drunk,"
recalls former BLM wilderness specialist
Janet Ross. Her staff report on the inci-
dent is chilling.

"I'm not a violent man," Black
reportedly said, "but I'm getting to the
point where I'll blow up bridges, ruins
and vehicles. We're going to start a revo-
lution. We're going to get back our

(Continued on page 18)
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lands. We're going to sabotage your
vehicles ... You had better start going out
in twos and Ihrees, because we're going
to take care of you BLMers ..."

Later that same day, BIaclc met with
Utah congressman Gunn McKay:
According to the Moab Times-Indepen-
dent, "Black warned McKay that resi-
dents of the county are frustrated with
the agencies and may resort to violent
action." Said Black, "People might get
hurt. There's going to be a lot of vandal-
ism." .

In a county where "outdoor recre-
ation" means carving up canyon bottoms
with bulldozers, ripping across fragile
cryptogamic soils on off-road vehicles,
and pulling apart thousand-year-old
Anasazi Indian ruins in search of valu-
able artifacts, the "vandalism" threat
must have seemed almost coy.

But when an entire pictograph panel
was destroyed by vandals near Moab in
April of 1980, it was as if Calvin Black's
prophecy had at last been fulfilled. "An
abrasive material was used to scour the
thousand-year-old paintings from the
wall of Wingate sandstone" marvelled
the Times-Independent. This was no
high-school prank. It was a bold and
deliberate act of war.

For five years, the campaign of
intimidation had been gathering momen-
tum. For BtM employees and environ-
mental activists, death threats were rou-
tine. In January 1978, Moab writer Fran .
Barnes listened in astonishment as his
comments on an environmental impact

. statement were broadcast by the local
radio station. Barnes had recommended,
in a letter to the Department 'of Energy,
that DOE terminate the operating licen~
. of the nearby Atlas Minerals 'uranium
processing plant, since it was common
knowledge that the plant was bleeding
radioactive matter directly into the Col-
orado River. That evening, the phone
began ringing with the first of a series of
death threats from Atlas employees. The
calls ended only when Bames identified
the callers by means of a phone tap, and
promised them, in exchange for his fami-
Iy's safety, never again to speak out.

In May 1979, a bomb threat evacuat-
ed the BLM district office. .

A typical BLM staff EPort of the
period:

"Melvin Dalton said that if cattle

Tbe dumpfor Moab, Utab, bas a view oftbe LaSalMountains

were not allowed to graze Red Canyon
that he would make sure that bighorn
sheep would not use the area. Melvin
also said that a person could get shot
going into Red Canyon. I mentioned to
Melvin that he could go to jail for shoot-
ing aBLM: employee. Melvin indicated
that he would not be out that much if he
was tossed in jail, when compared to the
BLM individual he would shoot. I do not
feel that Melvin constitutes a threat to
my well-being, because Melvin has
threatened me every other year for the
past five years. However, I believe it is
important to document his attitude

. towards bighorn sheep."
The ubiquitous nature of such

threats was depicted in an August 1980
letter to thi: paper, from the wife of a fed-
eral mine safety inspector:

"From the time of our arrival here,
we have been under constant harass-
ment. ..We have been ordered to Slay at
home by the local law enforcement agen-

Vrw.ft, West•••
(Conllnuedfrom page 15)

est scenery and those 11)0stremote from
a good-sized city are not doing as well.

The relentless growth of the
metropolitan centers .- Denver, Salt
Lake City, Phoenix and especially Cali-
fornia -- cannot be overlooked. Califor-
nia gains more new people every year
than Wyoming has. This tends to push
people out in concentric waves, spawn-
ing growth in satellite cities hundreds of
milesaway.

Most of the people flooding into
Arizona, for example, come from Cali-
fornia, not the frost belt. Ultimately,.
even the farthest comers of the rural
West are bound to be affected.

Unlike many developed .nations, the
United States is still expanding rapidly,
adding more than 2 million people a
year (I million in the Western states).
This growth is due partly to a high birth
rate, the "echo" of the 1950s baby
boom, and partly to heavy immigration.
The United States takes in about two-
thirds of the world's immigrants, who

account for between one-third and one-
half of our annual population increase
(depending on which estimates you use
for illegal immigration). '

While the Rocky Mountain states
get very little of that foreign immigra-
tion, they lead the country in the rate of
natural increase. The Mormon domain
of Utah and parts of adjacent states have
a fertility rate (children born per
woman) higher than any other part of
the nation.

Humans are the only creatures for
whom constant population growth is
regarded as "normal." Other animals'
numbers may wax and wane but in the
long run are normally stable. Not so
with mankind, whose numbers have
grown geometrically, increasing by
increasing amounts, for as long as we

_know.
Someday, of course, we will have to

learn how to get along with a stable pop-
ulation and a stable economy, since nei-
ther can expand forever. Perhaps the
current Rocky Mountain experience will
give us some practice in that endeavor.

o

cy... so they could better protect us
against the threats that were made upon
us. We check our cars daily for bombs,
have listened to phone calls of every
nature (even to family death threats). Our
children have been called everything in
the book, harassed and ·intimidated both
'3\ schooJ and socially be9!!'use of the
p6sitioil 'held byiheir father ...."

, This was jihad A struggle not mere-
ly political and economic, but religious,
moral, ideological. At its center was a
philosophical question: Who really
owns the public lands of the West? Do
they belong to the residents of the near-
est small town? Do they belong to the
federal land managing agencies? Do
they belong to Peabody Coal, Exxon,
Tenneco, Sohio? Or do they -- incredi-
ble lIS it might seem -- actually belong to
the American public?

By .1979, the conflict had earned
itself a name -- the "Sagebrush
Rebellion." Ostensibly a campaign for
legislation to transfer ownership of fed-

o eral lands to the states, its real object
was less quixotic: to defeat FLPMA --
and, at all cost, to stop the BLM's
wilderness inventory in its tracks.

"The focus of that movement was,
of course, to restore federally owned
lands to the state of Utah, but I repeated-
ly said that was a very unlikely event,"
Utah Senator Orrin Hatch told me in
1983. The real purpose of the Sagebrush
Rebellion, Hatch explained, "was to put
pressure on. And it worked. It got
national attention, and it did cause some
of the most reprehensible overseers of
Utah lands to back up and look at them-
selves and even caused some of them to
be transferred."

At the time, sitting there in the sena-
tor's palatial Washington, D.C., office, I
wondered just who were the "reprehensi-
ble overseers" who had been deported
from Utah. Four years later, flipping
through back issues of the Moab Times-
Independent, I discovered the answer.

Carter/Andrus SeU~ut

By the summer of 1979, the
Sagebrush ~ebellion had
become a national cause. Two

state legislatures had passed Sagebrush
Rebellion legislation, and a parade of
politicians, including congressmen, gov-
ernors and presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan, were bragging that they, too,
were "sagebrush rebels."

Back jn Washington, D.C., the
Carter administration was .running
scared. Caner's environmental agenda,
once wildly idealistic, had created harsh
political reactions. His "hit list" against
federally -funded water projects, for
example, had, in the words of Carter's
Secretary of Interior Cecil Andrus, "put
together a coalition that beat us." Ham-
strung by OPEC, inflation and the
. hostages in Iran, Jimmy Carter had
begun his retreat. By 1979, the Carter
environmental agenda was experiencing
a sea change.

"I would go in to lobby with Rupe
Cutler, the assistant secretary of agricul-
ture," recalls Dave Foreman, then a top
lobbyist for The Wilderness Society.
"Rupe had been assistant executive
director of The Wilderness Society at
onetime. And I'd get the argument from
him, 'well, the President's in trouble in
the West -- this senator, that senator --
you've got to back off...' And we'd come
out having made all the compromises,
and having been lobbied."

The last thing Jimmy Caner needed,
with Ronald Reagan breathing deregula-
tory fire, was the bad political press ema-
nating from southern Utah.

In August 1979, BLM's Utah state
director retired. His replacement, Gary
Wicks -- handpicked by Andrus -- was a
man with a mission. Ten days after tak-
ing office, Wicks was barnstorming
across southern Utah, preaching the
gospel of the Sagebrush Rebellion to the
convened. "Unlike some, I don't believe
that the policies and the laws are
immutable," Wicks told an astonished
Moab Chamber of Commerce. "I
believe that state and local governments
ought to have some important say over
the kinds of decisions that affect their
li "ves.

"Wicks went on to say," reported the
Moab Times-Independent, "that he dis-

(Continued Olf page 22)
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Hell's Canyon Dam

During the boom, Idaho
succumbed to good sensc._____________________ .---=:;..---~._.-..-. of its largest economy; all but one of its

Lestyou think that the entire West succumbedto- . .~,.
the the hypnotic beat of boom, boom; boom, here is
an account of how the conseruattoe state of Idaho
behaved conseruatiuely -- resisting the lure of a coal-
fired power plant that was to carry the state to the
land of milk and honey.

____ Jby Pat Ford

Six months ago, Idaho's richest
man stepped confidently into a
time machine.

Potato king J.R. Simplot announced
that one of his companies would build a
string of coal-fired power plants along
the Snake River -- two 1000-megawall
plants a year. for year after year after
year.

Fourteen years dissolve ...
... It is 1974, and 2000 megawatts a

year is roughly the official construction
schedule of Northwest and Northern
Rockies electric companies. Big coal and
nuclear plants are rising or about to rise
in every neighboring state -- Colstrip in
Montana, the Craig trio in Colorado,
several each in Wyoming and Utah,
Valmy in Nevada, Boardman and Trojan
in Oregon, and, in Washington, the flag-
ship, the five-plant WPPSS nuclear com-
plex. And these are only the first wave.

Idaho is poised for its usual role --
follower. Idaho Power Company
announces it will build a lOOO-megawall
coal plant, called Pioneer, 'near tfie Snake
River south of Boise.

Idaho's business, agricultural and
political establishments embrace Pio-
neer; conservationists and low-income
advocates violently attack it. Wall Street
stands ready to float the bond offerings.

The Simplot proposal, however,

. draws neither embrace nor-attack -- only
silence. For it is 1988 and Pioneer Vias
never built. Idaho, the only state without
a commercial coal or nuclear plant,
enjoys the lowest electric rates in the
nation and has a surplus of electricity
into the next century. Its establishments
no longer speak with one voice on ener-
gy, its citizen groups have real threats to
occupy them, and Wall Street is other-
wise engaged.

Yoked to the past, Simplot says that
rejecting Pioneer was "the biggest fool
thing that anybody ever done for the
state of Idaho." Strike "fool" and you are
nearer the verdict of events.

Idaho Power's public relations name
for its coal plant has become, 14 years
later, a fitting name for the broader story,
an economic and environmental success
story in which Pioneer's foes did the
pioneering.

How Idaho's people said no to Pio-
neer is half of a vivid tale of grassroots
democracy. The other half is something
we don't much believe in -- wise and
courageous government. Beginning 14
years ago, the Idaho Public Utilities
Commission foresaw the future and
chose to lead rather than follow.

The Snake River's crescent fall
across southern Idaho is a magnetic field,
gathering land and water, people, settle-
ment, development and power.. Three-
fourths of Idaho's people, three-fourths

biggest industrial plants and employers,
and its deminant-religionand politics are
all on the Snake River Plain.. _ . "

This creation has a mantra: "The
Snake is a working river." Had Faraday
never wired the dynamo, the Snake
would still have been worked. But the
marriage in our century of electricity to
the river's own current makes- the land-
.scape and economy of southern Idaho
what they are.

In 1901, Idaho Power Company's
corporate parent buill Swan Falls Dam in .
the Snake River canyon south of Boise.
Stand within its old stone powerhouse,
hear and feel the intimate throb of its
horse-sized turbines just steps away, and
you can grasp, at the human scale, the
elegance and craft of hydroelectric gen-
eration in a way the giant dams won't
allow. You can understand the growth of
skills and pride in generating power from
this river, and Irow they could lead -- as
bigger darns produced ten, twenty, then
eighty times what Swan Falls can -- to
skills and pride in wielding power over
this state.

Idaho Power built dams on the
Snake River -- 16 of tbem along 465
miles -- for 65 years. Most of that
hydropower was on the cost curve of
computers today. Economies of scale,
relatively stable costs, and free fuel made
the electricity cheaper with each new
dam.

By 1969, that system produced a
kilowatt-hour for less than half a cent.
Idaho homes and businesses joined their
Northwest neighbors, similarly blessed
with Columbia Riverhydro, in the high-
est per capita electricity use in the world.
Energy-intensive industry was lured by
the low rates; three phosphate processing
plants near Pocatello used up to 30 per-
cent of Idaho Power's total supply.

But farming was the pivot of hydro's
sweep. Irrigated agriculture has dominat-

ed Idaho since the 18905, when, in Idaho
writer Ed Chaney's words, "pioneer
alchemists first created gold by mixing
desert soils with water." That was Snake
Plain soil and Snake River water. Idaho
Power's dams generated energy, but they
also strung irrigation reservoirs across
arid southern Idaho.

After World War II, a Rupert farmer
drilled the first deep irrigation well into
the Snake River Aquifer, lifting the water
with an electric pump. FIfteen years
later, a Nampa farmer first used electric
pumps in series to high-lift water from
the Snake canyon several hundred feet to •dry bcnchlands above. Soon, almost
every farm -- whether it used reservoir,
aquifer or flowing river water -- had
electric sprinkler systems spraying the
fields.

Farming and hydro on the Snake
River exploded for 25 years. The green
fields once found only near the river and
canals now shot miles into the desert, In
1949, 1900 pumps watered 132,000
acres. By 1975, 14,000 pumps watered
1.6 million acres. A million acres of
sagebrush and range had become crop-
land. The summer-only electricity
involved was enough to supply every
home in Idaho, and then some. It was
cheap, and it got cheaper the more a
farmer used.

Early in this surge, in the 1950s,
Idaho Power took on the federal govern-
meni and Northwest public power for the
biggest prize on the Snake: dam-building
rights in Hells Canyon. (Those opposed
to any dams, no matter who built them,
were a weaker third voice.)

Persuaded that a federal dam could
threaten state-granted water rights, Idaho
agriculture, and with it the Republican
Party from Gov. Len Jordan down,
swung to the company's side. Republi-
cans won the While House in 1952, and
soon after Idaho Power had a federal
license for three Bells Canyon dams.'
Built over 15 years" they generated
almost 1000,megawatts at. four-tenths of
a cent per kilowall-hour, doubling the
company's size and making it the largest
all-hydro utility in the nation.

Bells Canyon symbolizes Idaho's
postwar economic burst and the political
ligature among. its parts. Agriculture,
industry, population,' commerce
growth in any served all, with electric
energy seeding and lubricating the
whole. Save for the LOS Church, Idaho
Power was the most powerful institution
in the stale.

That is how they came at Pioneer --
"like they came at everything, like Idaho
was named for Idaho Power."

~

n.Bob Lenaghen -- the words
are his -- arrived at the Idaho
Public Utilities Commission in

1973, its meager staff was under orders
not to audit any utilities. There had been
one exception. In the late 196Os, another
new commissioner looking for an apart-
ment in Boise stumbled upon an Inter-
mountain Gas Company "guest house,"
stocked with liquor and occasionally
women for important customers and
contacts. An audit found it on company
books under name LIDO. Gas cus-
tomers had been paying for it for years.

"That's how the PUC ran in those
days," Lenaghen says. "All the utilities
were used to gelling their way. I broke
the back of that."

He was perfect for the job. Bob
Lenaghen is stocky, solid, gruff, gravel-
voiced -- a tough man. Born and raised
near Boise; he was working at a Boise
store after WWII when a retail clerks
and meatpackers union local got started,
He was picked to lead it, and 20 years

(Continued on page 20)
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Bob Lenagben

later was the president of Idaho's AFL-
CIO.

He became a proud Democrat in a
Republican state, helping run Cecil
Andrus' losing try for governor in
1966, and then his victory in 1970. He
ran the state Department of Administra-
tion for two years before Andrus
appointed him to the Public Utilities
Commission -- the PUc.

Lenaghen's growl has an edge
when he talks about Idaho Power.
"When I ran for the Legislature" -- 1958
-- ''I'd be out putting up campaign
posters, and company crews would fol-
low right along tearing them down." He
was a public power man, and had fought
them on Hells Canyon.

Idaho' Power's political judgments
are usually acute, and they judged him
an enemy. He isn't sure how they failed
to keep him off the PUC -- "ask Cece
Andrus" -- but his appointment was
conftrmed by one vote.

New commissioners were tradition-
ally given the least, and dullest, of PUC

I jobs, trucking regulation. Lenaghen
refused: "Andrus said he appointed me
so consumers would have a strong
.voice. I took him at his word." By the
end of 1974, joined by Andrus' second
appointee, . Karl Shurtliff, Lenaghen
went to work to double the PUC staff
and quadruple its spine.

It was a crucial time. The utilities
were on the cusp of great change. From
1961 through 1973, the three-member
commission granted electric, gas, and
water companies, truckers, railroads and
telephones a total of $25 million in rate
increases. When Lenaghen left in 1979,
the PUC was deciding single rate hikes
for double that 13-year total. Total year-
Iy requests were several hundred million
dollars.

The energy crisis, the end of the
hydro era's economies of scale, instabili-
ty and inflation -- these mid-70s forces
gave the PUC sudden influence on an
economy driven by electricity.

Take Idaho Power. The 19705
began with the fastest growth
Idaho had ever seen, with elec-

tricity demand 'in $e company's service
area rising 7 percent each year. The big
hydro sites were gone. With every
expectation that rapid growth would
continue, Idaho Power bought one-third
of a coal plant going up near Rock
Springs, Wyo. Jim Bridger seemed a

: Slep in a familiar progression -- big coal .~l

following big hydro. But Bridger's first
output cost triple Hells Canyon's. The
company's share of Bridger wasn't big
enough to affect rates, but that tripling
marked the end of an era.

In 1974. 121,000 new acres of elec-
tric-powered cropland roared onto Idaho
Power's system. Reports began appear-
ing about a possible coal plant near
Boise. (The PUC didn't know any more
than the newspapers.) When the Twin
Falls Times-News revealed that the coal
supply contract was already signed,
Idaho Power confirmed the news. In
November, the company formally
applied to the PUC for a license to build
a lOOO-megawauplant called Pioneer.

Idaho Power's share in Jim Bridger
gave it a taste of the West's most notori-
ously troubled boomtown. With Rock
Springs in mind, the company proposed
Pioneer for a desert site 26 miles south
and a bit east of Boise. That way, it said,
the huge swings of workers, children,
public services, headaches and taxes
would be' manageabl y absorbed by
Idaho's biggest community.

But that opened another· problem.
Dr. Robert Holdren was a respiratory
specialist who already had too many
patients during Boise's winter inver-
sions; carbon monoxide was trouble
enough without sulfur and nitrous
oxides from a coal plant. Bill Small-
wood was a pilot from nearby Mountain
Home; visihility into Boise was already
bad, and now his town's airport would
be in the wind path from Pioneer's
stacks. Jeff Fereday ran the infant Idaho
Conservation League, formed to ftght
cascading assaults on Idaho's air, water
and land. Cliff Bradley was a young
biologist living in Nampa and had just
hooked up with Fereday. Ken Robison
had gone from copyboy to editorial page
editor of Boise's lOOIw Statesman in ten
years, becoming on the way a passionate
conservationist ;

These men started asking puhlicly
what' a lot of Boiseans silently won.
dered. Could there be a worse place for
a coal plant than. next to a fast-growing
city in the weather-holding bowl of the
Boise Valley? Despite Idaho Power's
protestations that Pioneer would meet all
air quality standards, the site guaranteed.
much automatic opposition and doubt.

Natives had watched Boise quadru-
pie in 20 years, with much of the growth
due to newcomers trying to escape ills
like air pollution. It wasn't a matter of
meeting standards. Boiseans new and
old were already disturbed by the city's
gray-brown haze, variably thick but
never absent.

A month after the Pioneer applica-
tion was filed, Lenaghen hired a new
attorney. Conley Ward had grown up 25
miles' from Boise and returned home
after college in New York City and law
.school near Denver. He found himself
one of the few PUC staff members who
didn't think Pioneer was a ftne idea. He
became staff attorney on Pioneer in
1975, midway through the case.

As these men looked deeper into the
project -- Smallwood, Robison, et ai, in
public and Ward within the PUC -- they
.began to see that more was at stake Ulan
Boise's air. Idaho Power first said that
$400 million would build Pioneer. Two
months later it was $600 million. About
the time Ward took the case, Lenagben's
insistent questioning forced a ftnal esti-
mate -. $828 million.

Ward: "Well, my God -- at that time
the net value of their entire system was
$648 million. And Pioneer was only
balf their ten-year construction program.
By 1986 they planned to spend $1.6 bil-
lion on a new plant." Pioneer's power
would cost seven to eight times the
hydropower in p~. .

The result, in the company treasur-
er's quotable phrase, would be "prompt,
frequent and .substantial rate increases."
More precisely, power rates would prob-
ably triple in a decade. That got atten-
tion, and not just in Boise. Low-income
activists, led by a War on Poverty veter-
an named Al Fothergill, joined the
opposition, and public doubts grew.

The first man to grasp the full
meaning of the numbers was
John Peavey. One of Idaho's

biggest ranchers, third generation in a
powerful Republican family, himself a
Republican state senator (replacing his
mother when President Nixon named
her director of the U.S. Mint), he was
also a maverick.

Just days before Pioneer was filed,
Idaho voters had overwhelmingly enact-
ed the "Sunshine Initiative," requiring
campaign contribution reporting and
registration and reponing by lobbyists.
Peavey had led the petition drive that
put Sunshine on the ballot, defying his
party's leaders and the corporate pha-
lanx the initiative was aimed at.

Peavey saw Pioneer's grim message
for Idaho farmers. The ag boom
obscured how marginal most Snake
Plain farms were -- irrigation-depen-
dent, far from markets, helplessly riding
global price swings. The cheap hydro
they used so prodigiously was their
biggest advantage, but, on the flip side,
their biggest dependence. What Peavey
called the "hydro base" had made these
farms. Its loss would break them.

Peavy saw that the hydro base
would be destroyed by more irrigation.
First, newly-irrigated land would require
more power, which in the coal era
would drive rates up, not down. Second,
it would shrink existing hydrogeneration
by draining water from the Snake before
it could pass through the turbines of the
IRells Canyon darns. Tbat lost hydro
would have to be replaced with coal,
driving rates further up.

Idaho Power and the ag establish-
ment were too ftxed in' the go-for-all
growth past to comprehend this new
reality: The biggest threat to southern
Idaho farms was now more farms.

Calculations confirmed what Peavy
had already sensed by instinct. Add the
power demand from the company's pro-
jected new irrigation in me next decade
to the hydropower lost when the
required water was pumped out of the
river to those new acres. The total was
Pioneer's output. Eaten from both ends,
the hydro base would become an ever-
smaller pan of Idaho Power's system.
As it shrank, so would southern Idaho
agriculture, triggering what the 1980s
would know as a death spiral -- fewer
and fewer customers paying higher and
higher rates for unneeded power plants.

KenRO!Ifson.
. \, \

In early 1975, an organization
called CAP, Citizens for Alternatives to
Pioneer, gradually coalesced. Small-
wood became president and Cliff
Bradley the staff; Fereday and Peavey
raised some money.

CAP was classic grassroots -- vital,
quarrelsome, Manichaean, learning on
the fly, utterly consuming of its leaders.
Smallwood had never written a letter-to-
the-editor before; now "I just gave nine ..
months of my life" -- unpaid -- "to Pio-
neer. I had to. We had to beat that plant"
In public meetings allover southern
Idaho, radio talk shows and letters, talks
at grange halls and with single farmers,
and most visibly in Ken Robison's
columns and editorials, CAP pressed its
case.

Idaho Power's own grassroots net-
work was equally active. Local man-
agers in every town gathered
endorsements from businesses and lead-
ers. Local Farm Bureau leaders ridiculed
Peavey's ideas -- how could farming be
bad for farming? Company chairman AI
Carlsen and CEO Jim Bruce hit the lun-
cheon circuit; paid ads repeated their
arguments. Allies and fence-sitters were
flown to Jim Bridger and carne back
saying the plant was clean and the air
clear. Both sides organized for the
PUC's many public hearings on Pioneer.
The biggest, in Boise, drew 500 people.

CAP also joined the applicant, the
PUC staff, and seven other intervenors
in the PUC's formal proceeding. This
was a world of its own -- deliberate,
paper-heavy, attorney and expert-orient-
ed. In the company's comer were the
Idaho Farm Bureau and Water Users
Association, Lenaghen's old friends in
the state AFL-CIO, the Idaho Associa-
tion of Commerce and Industry, and the
Idaho Association of Professional Engi-
neers, With CAP was the Ada County
Medical Society (Dr. Holdren), the
Idaho Citizens' Coalition, and Idaho
Consumer Affairs.

Idaho Power's case took
months to assemble and pre-
sent -- witnesses, exhibits,

cross-examinations, motions and rul-
ings; the intervenor and staff cases took
more months; and then carne the compa-
ny responses and revisions. The process
rewarded money and experience; CAP's
Bradley and Fothergill, with neither,
scrambled to make a dent.

Conley Ward's late entry kept him
scrambling too. The staff's fairly meek'
case, its witnesses and analysis, was
largely set when he took over, so his
only way to influence the record was
cross-examination of mostly hostile wit-
nesses. "I did a lot of 'Let me read to
you from a recent study on energy con-
servation and ask your reaction' -- back-
dooring into the record:'

Idaho Power's strongest argument
was need. Prompt, frequent and substan-
tial rate increases were unfortunate, but
the alternative was brownouts, blackouts
and economic chaos. The company fore-
cast growth, 6-7 percent per year,
through the next decade, and its fore-
casts were supported by recent history,
national policy and forecasts, industry
and agriculture, expert opinion (includ-
ing the PUC's own independent consul-
tant), and most of the PUC's ownstaff

CAP doesn't mean citizens for
alternatives, the company charged, but
citizens .against Pioneer. What is the
alternative?'

Idaho Power's first public polemics
for the plant, in 1974, countered the
options they thought people would raise
-- nuclear, solar and geothermal, and
purchased power from other companies.
Conservation wasn't even mentioned.
Idaho Power had spent 70 years single-.
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mindedly encouraging electricity use.
That cutting use was even possible,
much less good, fell outside its experi-
ence and instincts.

To its foes, conservation was an
ethic, part of the profound change need-
ed if a habitable earth were to endure.
They fervently urged it as the effective,
low-cost and right alternative to Pioneer.
Idaho Power's response was strategic
(conservation is OK, but it's small pota-
toes). But deep down, Pioneer's advo-
cates saw conservation as a profound
change -- backward, threatening the
growth ethic. This ideological clash
awoke the fiercest passions on both
sides.

Conservation was a crucial practical
issue for the PUC. Idaho Power's
growth projections took no account of
price-induced conservation. But for
Ward, it was common sense that tripled
power rates would reduce power use. At
7 percent annual growth, even a small
conservation effect could put off the
need for Pioneer a year or two. A CAP
witness, University of Montana eco-
nomics professor Tom Power, was help-
ful as a live expert who agreed.

Tom Power planted another seed.
The PUC couldn't mandate conserva-
tion, but it could reform rates. Like
every utility, Idaho Power had a raft of
rate schedules, all designed to encour-
age use. The more electricity used, the
less paid, per unit Power said that rate
design reflected a past era. The compa-
ny's ratemakers were horrified when he
suggested collapsing and flattening
those schedules, putting more of
growth's cost on customers responsible
for it, and probably inducing some con-
servation as well,

The public and PUC combat ground
on into 1976. CAP's leaders were sure
they spoke for most Idahoans, certainly
most Boiseans, but the PUC was con-
ducting an evidentiary hearing, not a
plebiscite. Then the decisive strategy
walked through CAP's door in the per-
son of Jon Robertson.

Robertson was a self-proclaimed
socialist, young, intense and ideological,
who made pipes in his father's Boise
tobacco shop. His goal wasn't new -- a
popular vote on Pioneer had been sug-
gested in 1974, and as quickly rejected
by county officials. (Idaho Power's Al
Carlsen made a fateful remark at the
time: People were not informed enough,
and couldn't become so, to vote on such
a complex issue.) But Robertson pro-
posed a Petition drive to force the Ada
County Commission to hold a vote.

Before CAP could quite decide if it
made sense, Robertson and a few
helpers were on the sidewalks down-
town, calling themselves Campaign to
Put Pioneer on the Ballot. They
rephrased Carlsen's remark: Don't sign
if you agree with Idaho Power that
you're too stupid to vote on Pioneer.

When Robertson had 5000 signa-
tores he went to the county commission.
The; said no: Idaho Power was working
them hard from the other side. Back to
the street comers, now with a lot of help,
and in a few weeks he was back with
10,000. Again they said no. But halfway
to 15,000, with no end in sight, the com-
mission caved. Pioneer would be an
advisory question on the May 1976 pri-
mary ballot Neighboring Canyon and
Elmore counties followed suit.

Position Paper No.5
save thi.lICI- it'. pert of. contfrMltng .....

ARE YOU PREPARED TO MAKE A DECISION ON YOUR
ENERGY FUTURE? HERE ARE SOME FACTS COLLECTED

BY "PIONEER SPIRIT" TO HELP YOU FORM YOUR OPINION.

I F OUR CHOICE IS TOSAY "NO" TO PIONEER, WE MUST ACCEPT THE
INEVITABLE RESULT OF A POWER SHORTAGEIN THE COMINGYEARS. AND
WHAT DO WE SAY TO OUR CHILDREN THEN? DO WE SAY, "WE'RE
SORRY. YOU'D BETTER GET OUT OF IDAHO. THERE'S NO FUTURE FOR <

YOU HERE.WE PLANNED IT THAT WAY." ?? ?

BUT ... YOU HAVEANOTHER CHOICE-IF YOU FEEL UNEASY ABOUT
THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION YOU HAVE,AND YOU DON'T WANT TO VOTE
"YES" OR "NO", YOU CAN MARK YOUR BALLOT "UNDECIDED" .

Attempts to stop growth are negative. The management of growth is
a positive response of responsible people. A new and highly suc-
cessful concept of citizen participation in growth management has
recently been proven in other areas. Let's use it. We can preserve
our quality of life even as economic growth is permitted.

ACCENTUATE'
THE POSITIVE.

PIONEER SPIRIT, INC.
P.O. BOl751

Boise, Idaho 83701

If you have further questions about the proposed alter-
natives to Pioneer, write to:

Please give your address and telephone number. We'll
try to answer them

This ad ran in the Idaho Statesman on May 24, 1976

CAP relied largely on public meet-
ings. conversation. free media and Ken
Robison's columns. Letter-to-the-editor
pages were thick with Pioneer. In the
Boise Valley, the real primary -- voters
were picking candidates for president,
Congress, governor, and the Legislature
-- was a clear sub-plot to the advisory
vote on the plant.

Turnout was heavy May 26. In Ada
County -- Boise -- 56 percent opposed
Pioneer. Thirty-two percent favored it,
and 5 percent favored it but somewhere
else. Sixty percent opposed it in Canyon
County, and 80 percent in Bill Small-
wood's Elmore County. The unqualified
citizenry rendered a pretty unqualified
verdict: The results cut across party
lines, and the three counties contained
more than half of Idaho Power's cus-
tomers.

The company did have one victory
that day. In the Republican primary in
the twenty-first legislative district --
southcentral Idaho, where Pioneer was
not on the ballot -- a challenger hand-
picked and well-funded by Idaho Power
beat John Peavey for his state senate
seat.

The next months would have been
lively if the PUC had been on a different
course than the people. But it was not.
Lenaghen, Shurtliff and Wickberg began
seeking common grounds for disap-
proval. Idaho Power tried to salvage
something by proposing the PUC
approve a plant but leave the where-and-
what-size decisions till later. Stop trying
to paint us into a comer, Lenaghen
responded.

Conley Ward drafted the PUC's
order, and the Commissioners issued it
with one major change on September
17, 1976. Ward deliberately wrote to a
citizen audience rather than lawyers or
utility experts. The end of the cheap
hydro era, the economic implications for
Idaho and especially its farmers, and the
senility of conventional. utility thinking
were crisply argued years before the
electric companies and most of their
customers caught on.

The decision itself was narrow.
Idaho Power claimed it required new
generation by 1980 or 1981; the Com-

(Continued on page 22)

and Idaho Power witnesses were testy,
and privately he and Al Carlsen were at
each other's throats. The staff was bitter-
ly divided, Most saw Karl Shurtliff as
the man in the middle. He most vividly
remembers the _workload -- Pioneer's
20-foot-high record came on top of rate
cases from every major utility -- and the
equation that raced daily through his
mind: "Need-cost, need-cost, need-
cost."

The two months before the public
vote were angry and loud. Idaho Power
helped some supporters, businessmen,
engineers. a few economists, organize
"Pioneer Spirit -- dedicated to rational
anal ysis of the proposed plant and to
communicate the true picture to.the peo-
ple of southern Idaho. "Here is the anal-
ysis of a chief spokesman, given to the
Caldwell Chamber of Commerce and
then to the people in the morning paper:

"If you are accustomed to looking
ahead, you'd better buckle up for the
crash-landing of inadequate power and
brownouts, of interruption of industrial
and agricultural power supplies, of seri-
ous economic distress, sometime in the
early 19808 ... The opinions. of rep-
utable, qualified professional and techni-
cal people as to future growth in energy
deman-d and as to environmental impact
of Pioneer are being thrust aside by a lit-
tle group of misguided, crusading ama-
teur zealots who want to tum society
around and point it in the direction of
India."

"Experts know best" was a constant
theme. Idaho Power brought the North-
west's most visible energy expert, Bon-
neville Power Administrator Don
Hodel, in to lobby. Hodel's standard
speech, given a hundred times since
1973 to convince utilities and their cus-
tomers to buy into the WPPSS nuclear
plants, applied equally to Pioneer. Its
peroration was the indissoluble link,
akin. to a ph ysical law, between energy
growth -and jobs: "Energy means jobs.
No energy, no jobs."

Pioneer Spirit spent some $15,000,
largely on apocalyptic newspaper and
radio ads: "If we say no to Pioneer, what
do we say to our children? Do we say
'We're sorry, you'd- better get out of
Idaho. There's no future for you here.
We planned it that way'???"

Governor Andrus was extremely
popular -- he would shortly win a sec-
ond term with 70 percent of the vote. He
had appointed two of the three men be
addressed. He had watched the petition
drive catch fire and knew the people
would render their advisory verdict in 50
days.

"Mr. Chairman and members of the
Commission, I am adamantly opposed !!>
the construction of a coal-fired power
plant at the proposed site, and I strongly
urge you to deny Idaho Power's applica-
tion." Those present remember the
words, and the wild applause and rap-
ping of Lenaghen's gavel which fol-
lowed.

His testimony mixed _arguments.
There was "no question Idaho will need
additional electricity." But the air and
health concerns of a site so near Boise
argued against Pioneer, as did the effect
on power bills. He ran through Peavey's
agricultural arguments and called Pio-
neer a dangerous growth switch. He
explicitly left the door open to support a
plant at another site. He reflected both
the growing public certainty against Pio-
neer and the uncertainty about what
would come next.

What leaps out today is his anti-
growth rhetoric: "Pioneer is in one sense
a 'growth switch.' If the switch is turned
on you will be committing Idaho to a
significant increase in population and
industrial activity ... We have already
been discovered by the industrial coun-
.try clubs ... To knowingly destroy the
very things that make Idaho unique for
the sake of all-out growth would be
foolhardy." (This conviction, shared by
all the leaders against Pioneer although
not a major factor with the people at
large, is inconceivable from Cecil
Andrus today, back again as Idaho's
governor. Today, his administration's top
priority is to tum on that growth switch.)

"Our decision would have been the
same whether Andrus testified or not" --
so say both Lenagben and Karl Shurtliff.
It certainly upped their leverage on the
lone pre-Andrus holdover, Ralph Wick-
berg. Wickberg had already told a
reporter that "there's no hiding I'm in
the minority here" on Pioneer.

These were tense times at the PUC.
Public exchanges between Lenaghen

On March 15, tlhePUC held its
penultimate hearing' o~ Pio-
neer, allowing next-to-last

licks for all the parties at the mountain-
ous record begun 16 months before. The
day's drama was the last public witness
in the case. The PUC's long, narrow
hearing room was jammed to heat Cecil
Andrus speak on Pioneer: - -

. -.- -. . -~~..~.
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mission found the need would exist by
1982 or 1983. (This was the change
from Ward's draft, which admitted no
such need.) Pioneer was then denied
because of potential "impact on air qual-
ity and human health ... in the state's
most populous and fastest-growing
region." Shurtliff's insistent need-cost
equation was put off a bit and left
explicitly unresolved. But Pioneer was
.dead,

It would take another story as long
again to record the echoes and after-
shocks, some of which are rumbling yet
What follows is a bare and partial-sum-
mary.

IdahoPower struck back-where it
could. When a drained Karl
Shurtliff left the PUC three

months after Pioneer, Andrus' replace-
ment, Malt Mullaney, was promptly
rejected by the 1977 Legislature. (The
company couldn't get at their real target
yet; Lenaghen's term didn't end until
1979.) The Legislature also directed the
PUC to study alternative sites for a coal
plant and choose one -- what Ward calls'
the "build anything, build anywhere, but
build" order.

But Idaho Power missed a big one
that same session. Days after appointing
Mullaney, Cecil Andrus left for Wash-
ington, D.C., and four years as Jimmy
Carter's Secretary of Interior. New Gov.
John Evans wavered for six weeks, then
bowed to Lenaghen's insistence and
appointed Conley Ward to the PUC. On
the session's next-to-last day, three
Republican senators crossed Idaho
Power and their caucus, and Ward was
confirmed 18-17.

Three months later, the company
reapplied for a coal plant, this time at
one of three isolated sites in southcentral
Idaho. Opponents called it Son of Pio-
neer, and a smaller version of the same
battle began. Peavey charged back in,
new foes sprang up near each site, busi-
ness and ag leaders rallied in support,
public meetings and PUC hearings
resumed. At one site, a company air
monitoring tower was acctylcned to the
ground.

But Ward and Lenaghen moved
crisply out on a course of their own. Call
it Ward's vision, Lenaghen's will and
their common populism. In the next two
years they turned Idaho utility regulation
inside out

Lenaghen completed his expansion
and spinal transfusion of the PUC staff,
making it the most talented assemblage
in Idaho government. They essentially
ignored the Legislature's find-a-coal-
plant order. Working through the rate
cases each utility was filing, so fast there
would at times be three from one com-
pany in various stages, they ended pro-
motional rates and mandated a clutch of
conservation programs.

Big irrigators and businesses, big
all-electric homeowners - all hooked on
the old "use more, pay less" rates .. and
of course the utilities, howled and
fought. "For awhile there, it seemed like
every Legislature was a PUC lynch
mob," says Ward. ''They made it about
as hot as it can be in public life." Legis-
lation reversed PUC actions (for
instance, inverted rates .. use more, pay
more per unit .. were banned). The utili-
ties appealed every PUC decision, and
the Idaho Supreme Court reversed many.

In mid·I978, Idaho Power withdrew
Son of Pioneer to avoid the rejection
they saw coming. The PUC instead.
approved a few least-risk projects, like
hydro upgrades and shares in joint ven-

tures. Gradually growth rates came
down, to 5, then 3 percent Conservation
took hold as rates rose.

When the recession hit in 1979,
growth essentially ended. Beginning that
same year, the PUC used a new federal
law, the Public Utilities Regulatory Poli-
cy Act to start building a robust non-
utility electric generation industry in
Idaho. Today small hydro and cogenera-
tion arc able to supply any new in-state
power needs through the century's.end.

The PUC's goal was to bring the
hydro base through the thermal plant
binge sweeping the West in those years.
The state's electric rates today are proof
of their success.

John Peavey also made a modest
post-Pioneer contribution, Since 1975,
he had wanted a more direct solution to
the core problem of which Pioneer was
a symptom: draining the Snake River
for new irrigation. Spurred by his defeat
at Idaho Power's hands, Matt Mullaney

- began excavating hydro law for Peavey.
Each Idaho Power dam had an

attached water right to use a certain
level of flow. But these rights were
expressly "subordinated" -- the state
could allow future upstream diversions,
even if they diminished the water rights
at the dams. This subordination lan-
guage reflected agriculture's pre-cmi-
nence in Idaho water law; it-was routine
in every hydro water right.

But Mullaney discovered that Idaho
Power's oldest water right, at Swan
Falls Dam, had quite accidentally never
been subordinated. It was for 8400 cubic
feet per second of Snake River flow, but
70 subsequent years of irrigation diver-
sions had reduced aciual flow at Swan
Falls to some 6000 cfs. 2400 cfs was out
irrigating farm fields, illegally, instead
of generating power in the river.

In August 1977, Peavey, Mullaney
and 30 friends filed a petition with the
PUC asking that all the hydro system's
lost potential, from failure to defend the
Swan Falls right, be removed from
Idaho Power's rate base and refunds
made to customers. The wedge to break

the Idaho Power-agriculture alliance
was driven.

The issue was soon in court but
not before the PUC ordered a
moratorium on new irrigation

hookups. Idaho Power's potential finan-
cial exposure forced it to begin defend-
ing that pan of its water right still intact
-- forced it to begin resisting new diver-
sions from the river. Gradually, its
forced defense became a willing
defense, as it realized that protecting the
hydro base was good business. Gradual-
ly, though the company never quite said
it this. way, Idaho Power realized John
Peavey was right. They became allies
against new diversions, and in 1984
joined to enact legislation severely limit-
ing future consumptive withdrawals
from the Snake. '

Bob Lenaghen knew he would be a
one-term commissioner from the day
Pioneer was decided. In the 2 1(2 years
left him he took most of the heat, out on
point, for the great and greatly misun-
derstood service he and Ward were ren-
dering their state.

In 1979 he was rejected for a sec-
ond term on a party line vote. It gained
Idaho Power little but revenge. It did not
slow the achievement the PUC was
building, guided now by Ward, who was
in tum guided by his friend's example:
"Bob told me, and showed me, that 'you
can do anything In this job you are big
enough to do.:"

Today, Lenaghen works mornings
for Cecil Andrus and plays some golf in
the afternoons. Last year, he was at a lit-
tle meeting which Jim Bruce, now
retired from Idaho Power, also attended.
As talk ranged off the main point, Bruce
told the group that if it wasn't for Bob
Lenaghen shutting off Pioneer, his com-
pany would surely have landed sooner or
later in fmancial trouble.

Lenaghen's growl can be unexpect-
edl y cheerful: "That made me feel pretty
good!"

Ten years after the Pioneer propos-
al, Boise was still experiencing serious

Swan Falls Dam

inversions. During one, the same gray
murky cloud hung over Boise for 22
straight days. Most of those days the
sun was shining on the mountains just
north of town. In town, you couldn't see
the mountains, you could barely see the
town, but you could clearly see the air.
Children and old folks, among others,
stayed indoors. The city council voted
itself authority to prohibit wood stove
use and invoked it several times that
winterand this past one.

From my home in Boise last winter,
I talked long-distance with Bill Small-
wood. "Can you imagine," he asked me,
"what you'd have there today if they'd
built Pioneer?"

Bfx)m,/•••
o
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likes confrontations and feels that alter-
natives can be worked out through coop-
eration hetween the BLM and local resi-
dents. 'My basic approach to the job,'
Wicks said, 'is to eliminate as much as
possible the criticism people have of the
BLM, "inUtah. '"

The significance of Wicks' visit was
clear: The Sagebrush Rebels' strategy
had worked. Violence talked "- and the
politicians had walked. "It's really kind
of an exciting time to be living in the
rural West," cheered editor Sam Taylor
in an accompanying editorial. "A whole
lot is going to be happening in the next
few years to determine how vast
amounts of public domain are going to
be used in the future. There is liule ques-
tion in my mind that the rules, as now
defined, are going to have to be
changed."

Indeed, the rules were changing
faster than the Sagebrush Rebels had
ever dreamed. On Oct 25, 1979, Moab
residents opened the Moab Times-l nde-
pendent to a piece of astonishing news.
Sen. Hatch said that the war for Negro
Bill Canyon was over. BLM State Direc-
tor Gary Wicks had told him that "Dis-
trict Manager S. Gene Day ha,d been
instructed to resolve the dispute."

By November 1980, when the
BLM announced its final
wilderness inventory decisions,

the meaning of Wicks' remark was made

plain. Negro Bill Canyon had been
dropped from the wilderness inventory.
Along with it one and a quarter million
acres of pristine wilderness -- a land area
greater than that of all seven national
parks in Utah and Colorado combined --
had also been cut from the Moab Dis-
trier's wilderness inventory.

In all, 42 roadless areas had been
wiped off the district's wilderness study
map. Nearly half of the vanquished
roadless aneas had been identified as can-
didates for primitive designation in earli-
er BLM documents.

On Nov. 17, two BLM wilderness
inventory team members appeared
before the Grand County Commission to
present copies of the agency's final deci-
sion on Wilderness Study Areas. Day
was nowhere in sight. Team leader Dian-
na Webb (herself a target of conflict of
interest charges after routinely filing
negative wilderness inventory recom-
mendations on units containing mining.
claims owned by COlter Corporation --
. her husband's employer) made a speech
to the commission. Out of 229 roadless
areas in the Moab District, Webb
announced, BLM had eliminated 200
from the wilderness inventory. In all,
nearly 60 percent of the district's road-
less lands had been dropped.

The BLM employees had a second
announcement District Manager S. Gene
Day would be leaving his post The com-
missioners were delighted, but hardly
surprised. "It was just a malter of time
until Gene Day went down the road,"
explained.Jimmie ~afker.,

Ten days later, the Negro Bill
Canyon lawsuit was settled. According
to the terms, the BLM would construct
400 yards of new road up the bed of
Negro Bill Canyon. Grand County
agreed to maintain the new road.

By Thanksgiving 1980, the
commissioners of Grand County must
have been near exhaustion from counting
their blessings. Their most powerful
political allies •. the OPEC nations ...
seemed destined to rule the world's
economy through the tum of the century,
ensuring a brisk domestic market for
uranium, oil, natural gas, coal, tar sands
and oil shale. All across southern Utah,
the multinational energy companies were
prowling for buried treasure, opening up
offices, buying mining claims, building
new roads, constructing new milling
plants and buying equipment.

The sole threat to this economic
utopia -- the wilderness inventory, which
had thrown countless roadblocks in the
path of exploration and development --
had been resoundingly defeated, and
along with it, the hubris of the federal
land management agencies. Never again
would the American government attempt
to wrest control of those lands from the
rightful owners-decal government, the
local business establishment and the
multinational energy companies.

This was it. This was the Big Bang.
This was the boom to end all booms.

o

This is the first of a four-pan series.
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Choosing a
Western future
with the reopening of the Western frontier, the

rural Westfaces an array of choices, all bounded,
but not determined, by economics. This article
surveys the global scene and sets out the menu of
opportunities and dangers from which the West can
choose.

___ ~by DeWitt John

Inthe 1970s, economic devel-
opment seemed the enem y of
conservation -- crash programs

to mine, dam or log the West, or fill it
with condos and ski lifts. Economic
development was also often colonial,
thrust on the West by the federal govern-
ment and large corporations.

Today, things are different. In the
1980s and probably into the 1990s, eco-
nomic development has become some-
thing the rural West must compete for,
not something that will be forced on it.

That means the West now has choic-
es. Should the rural West compete for
development? Or should it stand pat and
let events take their course?

If the rural West lets current trends
rule, then it will gain jobs and income at
about 80 percent of the rate of the
metropolitan West through the year
2000.

That projection is higher than it was
from 1979 to 1986, when rural areas pro-
duced jobs at only 40 percent of the
metro rate. And the projected rate for the
West is higher than comparable rates for
the rural South (66 percent) or the Mid-
west (78 percent).

A broad trend does not mean every
rural county will fare the same. Some
towns will prosper, others will not. The
reasons are elusive. Momentum counts
for something (size, a better educated
workforce, higher per capita income,
faster growth in the recent past). Help -
from outside counts for something (a
university, interstate highway, nearby
metro area or gelling more than the
county's share of federal economic aid).

But these count for less than one
might expect -- only 17 percent of the
variance in job growth, according to a
study of rural counties in the Farm Belt
in 1979-84.

The study, A Brighter Future for
Rural America?, suggests that a commu-
nity's choices are as important as what it
has to work with. If a community pur-
sues economic growth. unites, works
with neighbors, taxes itself to invest in
people and infrastructure and shares
risks with local businesspeople, then
growth is possible for all but the small-
est, most isolated places.

Is economic growth worth that kind
of effort? The answer depends on values

and on the type of growth one is talking
about. The thing to remember is 'that life
is flexible. Economics sets limits, but
within those limits, the choices are up to
the West.

The region has five broad strategies
to choose from. Payoffs from two tradi-
tional Western strategies -- federal aid
and commodities like cattle and coal,
wheat and timber -- will not be good.
Payoffs from three newer strategies --
scenery, moving indoors, and self-
reliance -- may be better. ,U

The Subsidy Trap

For decades, the rural West's econo-
my has been helped by federal subsidies
-- dams, rural electrification, land grant
universities, agricultural price supports,
military bases and low-cost use of public
lands. These are less helpful today. Sub-
sidies tend to keep people in place, pro-
ducing the same crops or products. But
staying in place is no longer a recipe for
survival. The world is changing too
rapidly.

Every day, for example, billions of
dollars are moved around the world. Sci-
entific and technological information are
also shared widely. Industry has become
international, with firms able to shift pro-
duction from one location to another.

In addition, it is increasingly diffi-
cult for any nation or group of nations to
manage exchange and interest rates,
which are fundamental to all prices and
thus to the distribution of wealth.

Professor Daniel Bell says, "The
nation is too small for the big problems
of life and too big for the small problems
of life." TI,e nation-state lacks the tools
to address the biggest problems, which
are global. And it is too remote to help
communities and companies compete in
'the turbulent global marketplace -- a tur-
bulence which arises because it 'can't
manage the big problems.

Federal subsidies are still important.
But to compete, communities and states
will have to increase their nimbleness by
investing in better education, upgrading
their workforce, revamping universities,
or encouraging new relationships
between labor and management.

This may sound good, but actually
no one knows how to organize the
investments, except that they should
attempt to address the diversity of local
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conditions. That means a client relation-
ship with the federal government won't
help. If a community or region or firm
wants to prosper, it must help itself.

Cattle and Other CommOdftle$

What global and national conditions
must the West take into account as it
charts its course? First is the changed
market for commodities. In the 1970s,
the traditional Western rural economy
based on cattle, oil, coal, minerals, grain
and timber was comparatively prosper-
ous. Energy prices jumped and a long-
term rise in all commodity prices seemed
reasonable. In fact, The Limits to
Growth, a report on the Club of Rome's
Project on the Predicament of Mankind,
predicted that increasing world popula-
tion would put an intolerable burden on
the world's farm land, natural resources
and environment.

Environmentalists saw the report as
bad news; others saw opportunity. As
late as 1981, the yearbook of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture asked, "Will
There Be Enough Food?" and encour-
aged farmers to expand. The $88 billion
federal synfuels program, widespread oil
and gas exploration, the opening of new
coal mines and construction of new
power plants were all part of the expect-
ed boom in commodities.

The Club of Rome report may yet
turn out to be right about the environ-
mental effects of growth. But global
warming and depletion of the ozone
layer are not reflected in prices. Rising
energy prices in the 1970s were the
exception, not the rule. Looking at 1950
to 1986, we find that the prices of non-
oil commodities declined by about 40,
percent We are using more commodi--
ties, but prices have not risen because
technology has helped locate more
deposits, produce more efficiently, re-
cycle and substitute.

In mid-I987, world commodity
prices. did jump about 20 percent. Some
Western mines re-opened and the farm
credit crisis eased. But over the long
haul, commodity prices are likely to stay
flat. As a result, the West's traditional
natural resource industries cannot stage a
sustained comeback.

Scenery for Urban Cowboys

Although cows are out of style,
cowboys are not. Commodities may not
be due for long-term growth, but the
interest of the outside world in the
romantic, wide-open, rural West is undi-
minished. Rural Western towns can turn
the attraction of the outdoors and the
myth of the cowboy to advantage.

In roughly ascending order, as mea-
sured by local spending per visitor per
day, studies show the most lucrative

tourist activities are backpacking, car
camping, hunting and fishing, "bed-and-
breakfast" at working ranches and farms,
commercial rafting, and skiing and con-
ventioning at resorts.

The impact of tourism on a rural
community is harder to assess because
profits from larger resorts may flow out
of the community and because the retail
and service jobs ip tourism are low-wage
and seasonal.

Retirement often goes with tourism.
Nationally, only two kinds of rural coun-
ties -- recreation-retirement centers and
government-dependent counties -- have
kept pace with metro areas in the 1980s.
To compete for retirees, rural towns may
want to invest in improved health care.
States and counties can also push tough
environmental policies.

In Europe and parts of New Eng-
land, there is talk of subsidizing farmers
in order to keep the countryside cultivat-
ed. Westerners may bc repelled by an
economy built on the myth of the cow-
boy. The self-image of the rural West, as _
of most rural communities, is based on
wresting a living from the land with
hard, physical toil. As a Vermonter said
in a public hearing last year:

"Rural is not a place; it is an activi-
ty. It's people doing stuff with the land,
with trees, with animals. I don't see
much 'rural' around here any more."

Moving Indoors

Manufacturing might be a tolerable
compromise to some traditional West-
erners. It is inside work, but it involves
making something. And the short-term
prospects for manufacturing are good.
The drop in the dollar boosted U.S.
exports of manufactured goods by 17
percent in 1987. But over the-long haul,
U.S. employment in manufacturing has
been stable for almost 40 years. Most
new jobs have been in service industries,
which brings us back to recreation and
retirement.

.That doesn't mean manufacturing· I

won't work for certain towns or areas.
Some niches will be found in "value-
added" manufacturing -- turning logs
into furniture. durum wheat into spaghet-
ti, and soggy Powder River coal into
high-BTU fuel. The United States cur-
rently exports $1.4 billion of raw timber
and imports $4.2 billion of finished
wood products. When processing a com-
modity reduces bulk and adds enough
value, it might be done locally.

There may also be niches for
entrepreneurial businesses using
advanced technologies. However, there
are good reasons why rural manufactur-
ing has been concentrated in low-skill
mass production. When products are first I
created and are changing rapidly, they 11

(Continued on page 24)
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